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INSIDE                                        

The multi-disciplinary 
CHERISH Project has been 
recording and monitoring 
the impact of coastal 
erosion at numerous sites in 
Wales and Ireland. Topped 
by an Iron Age hillfort, the 
glacial mound at Dinas 
Dinlle (NGR: SH 4370 5635) 
has been bisected by 
coastal erosion, revealing a 
complex sequence of glacial 
deposits. The project is 
discussed further on p. 22 
(Crown Copyright: RCAHMW 
AP_2014_0877)
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EDITORIAL                                

Susan Marriott - Guest Editor

This issue of Earth Heritage has been prepared in very 
challenging times. With restrictions on fieldwork due 
to COVID-19, sites cannot be monitored, though the 
public have been asked to act responsibly when taking 
their exercise in the countryside by respecting local 
communities and protecting the natural environment. 
Despite government guidance, there are concerns about 
illegal activity and the impacts of this on geosites, as 
reported in the Geoconservation during lockdown article.

Earth Heritage 53, however, is still a packed issue and 
contains reports of many geoconservation projects and 
activities from before the restrictions, plus how groups 
have kept in touch with their members and kept the public 
informed of their activities. 

To mention just a couple of the reports, it is not only direct 
human activity that poses a threat to geosites. Reports 
on two cultural heritage projects in Wales, at Cwm Nash 
and Dinas Dinlle, describe work on sites that are suffering 
the effects of coastal erosion. In both cases erosion has 
revealed new features (human remains at Cwm Nash) 
that need recording and excavation before further erosion 
means that they are lost.

As ever, we want to hear your views and to learn of new 
projects. It will be interesting to learn how you have coped 
with geoconservation projects during the lockdown and 
especially of any positive impacts. Please contact the 
most appropriate editor (left). 

mailto:Hannah.Townley%40naturalengland.org.uk?subject=
mailto: colin.macfadyen@snh.gov.uk
mailto: raymond.roberts@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
mailto: d.r.bridgland@durham.ac.uk
mailto: mick.stanley1@btinternet.com
mailto: julieharrald@googlemail.com
mailto:conservation@qra.org.uk
mailto:bsilva.palaeo@gmail.com
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk
https://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/earthheritage
https://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/earthheritage
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/subscribe
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/subscribe
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The Scottish Geodiversity Forum, The Friends of Hugh Miller and other 
partners are delighted to present the winning entries for the Hugh Miller 
Writing Competition 2019–2020. This year, the competition organisers 
invited prose and poetry entries inspired by one or more of the 51 Best 
Places to see Scotland’s Geology. Our winning entries cover a wide 
variety of locations and celebrate the diversity and beauty of Scotland’s 
geological story. Funding from the Cromarty-based Middleton Trust allowed 
us to award a new prize this year, the inaugural Middleton-Miller Prize for 
Promising Young Writer, to the best piece submitted in the 18- to 25-year-
old age category. The winner of this new prize is Jack Cooper for his poem 
‘The Testimony of the Rocks’, inspired by Siccar Point.

All the adult and under-18 winning entries are available to read online: 
www.scottishgeology.com/hughmiller 

Lara Reid, Freelance Science Writer and
Organiser of the Hugh Miller Writing Competition

Staffa, off the west coast of Mull in the Inner Hebrides, 
provided the inspiration for one of the winning entries 
in the Hugh Miller Writing Competition 2019-2020.  © 
Lorne Gill/SNH.  

Siccar Point, Berwickshire, inspired Jack Cooper’s 
‘The Testimony of the Rocks’, winner of the Middleton-
Miller Prize in the Hugh Miller Writing Competition 
2019-2020. © Colin MacFadyen/SNH

Scottish Geology Trust
Scottish Geology Trust board members are making excellent progress 
towards launching the new organisation, and have recently employed 
a Project Manager. The Trust aims to act for geoscience across all of 
Scotland, and across education, conservation and industry. It will bridge 
the gap between activity carried out at a local scale (including Societies, 
Geoparks and geoconservation groups) and national and international 
organisations. The Trust will be launched later in 2020, but in the meantime 
you can keep up to date and support the new organisation through our 
website http://www.scottishgeologytrust.org/.

Angus Miller. Secretary of the Scottish Geology Trust

http://www.scottishgeology.com/hughmiller
http://www.scottishgeologytrust.org/
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Geoconservation Gathering 2020: 
Conserving life - past, present and 
future
7 - 8th October 2020: Organised by Geological Society of London 
Geoconservation Committee

Doultons Claypit located in Saltwells Local Nature 
Reserve © Jonathan Larwood

                                                                  OUTCROPS                                                                  

This meeting, organised by the Geological Society’s 
Geoconservation Committee, links with the 
Geological Society’s Year of Life and aspects of 
geoconservation. It will consider the conservation 
of the palaeontological record (in situ and ex situ), 
its importance in understanding and managing the 
natural world, and future environmental change.

If we meet in person the indoor event will be hosted 
at Dudley Museum at the Archives, with field visits 
on the second day to the Wren’s Nest National 
Nature Reserve and Saltwells Local Nature Reserve.

To find out more and to register your interest in 
participating please go to: https://www.geolsoc.org.
uk/10-gsl-geoconservation-gathering-2020

Jonathan Larwood, Natural England

Ice Age Ponds
Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust (EHT) is pleased 
to announce that the National Lottery Heritage Fund has approved 
the delivery phase of the project Conserving Herefordshire’s Ice Age 
Ponds.  The project runs through 2020 and 2021 in collaboration with 
lead partner Herefordshire Wildlife Trust plus Herefordshire Amphibian 
and Reptile Team (please see page 36 for more detail).  Part-time project 
officer Beth Andrews will continue to train volunteers on the geological 
and hydrological aspects of the ponds (see photo on page 35). EHT will 
also work with Worcester University students on geomorphological and 
hydrological projects.  Further participation from researchers would be 
welcome.  Please email project officer Beth Andrews on e.andrews@worc.
ac.uk or call 01905 855184 if you are interested.

Ian Fairchild, Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust  

https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/10-gsl-geoconservation-gathering-2020
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/10-gsl-geoconservation-gathering-2020
mailto:e.andrews%40worc.ac.uk?subject=Earth%20Heritage%20-%20Ice%20Age%20Ponds
mailto:e.andrews%40worc.ac.uk?subject=Earth%20Heritage%20-%20Ice%20Age%20Ponds
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Brymbo’s ‘Carboniferous Treasure’ 
receives further support!
The ambitious Brymbo Fossil Forest Project has received a huge boost 
after its parent organisation, the Brymbo Heritage Trust, was awarded 
£4.2m through a successful round-two application to the National Lottery’s 
Heritage Fund.  The award comes after two years of hard work by staff and 
volunteers as well as fierce advocacy from supporting organisations with 
the aim of turning the Georgian iron works, former steel mill and fossilised 
Carboniferous lycopod forest into a world-class visitor attraction (see 
issues EH 26, EH 43, EH 45, EH 46 and EH 51 for the Brymbo story since 
its discovery in 2003).

The award will contribute to the transformation of the 100-year-old machine 
shop into a visitor centre and community space as well as helping stabilize 
the historic industrial architecture on the site. Funding will also release the 
potential of the Coedwig Ffosil Brymbo Fossil Forest SSSI. The Project 
will support the construction of modular buildings over part of the SSSI to 
enable protected excavation of the 314-million-year-old forest which was 
fossilised in situ following catastrophic prehistoric floods. The development 
of a dedicated and enthusiastic volunteer 
base over the past two years has helped 
breathe life into the project and has also 
seen one volunteer successfully apply for 
a Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarships 
(KESS 2) funded PhD position in 
collaboration with Bangor University. 
The PhD will investigate the biodiversity 
and ecosystem of ancient delta plains in 
Carboniferous swamps and will no doubt 
enhance the reputation of Brymbo Fossil 
Forest as an internationally important 
research site.

Despite plans and schedules being 
universally disrupted by the current global 
situation, work is continuing toward 
enabling the project to break ground this 
year, along with the development of a 
new website and social media outreach 
avenues, so keep your eyes peeled for 
more breaking news in the near future!

Tim Astrop, Fossil Co-ordinator,
Brymbo Heritage Trust

In preparation for 
construction of the 
fossil forest building, 
volunteers excavate a 
7m-long Stigmaria (fossil 
root of an arborescent 
lycopod). The Brymbo 
Fossil Forest Project 
has a dedicated team 
of volunteers working 
on curating specimens, 
cracking open nodules, 
participating in 
excavations, leading 
guided tours or whatever 
takes their fancy! New 
volunteers are required 
to attend three one-hour 
introductory sessions 
covering the history of 
the site, basics of geology 
and an introduction 
to fossilisation before 
getting involve in wide 
array of activities. (Image 
courtesy of Leon Bowen)
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An intriguing specimen of Promicroceras planicosta from Charmouth, Dorset. This individual had a major growth 
deformity on the body chamber that was likely caused by a worm growing on the ammonite shell (scale = 1cm). 
More details on the Jurassic Coast fossils on p. 39.
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Jurassic Skye: dinosaurs and 
other fossils of the Isle of Skye.
Jurassic Skye: dinosaurs and other fossils of the Isle of Skye.
By Sarah White and Dugald Ross. Pisces Publications, 2020. ISBN 
978-1-874357-97-1. Copies are available for  £12.50 plus P&P from the 
Nature Bureau Bookshop https://www.naturebureau.co.uk/bookshop

“Jurassic Skye: dinosaurs and other fossils of the Isle of 
Skye” is a most welcome publication. Written by Sarah White 
and Dugald Ross it provides a much needed popular account 
of the remarkable and globally significant fossil heritage of 
what is often referred to as Scotland’s ‘Dinosaur Island’.  This 
well written and fully illustrated high quality publication fills a 
considerable void in the literature available on Skye’s natural 
heritage.  At its heart is a fascinating summary of the history 
of palaeontological discovery on Skye and an account of the 
spectacular vertebrate finds.  This is set against the national 
and international context of dinosaur discovery with useful 
background on the types of dinosaur and their evolution. The 
guide also provides the geological context of Skye’s Jurassic 
palaeontology, a full and useful reference list, and best practice 
guidance in the collecting of fossils on the island. Sarah White 
and Dugald Ross have produced an excellent piece of work 
that will be of interest to islanders and visitors alike and will no 
doubt have a broad appeal beyond the shores of Skye. 

Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage.

Sarah White writes of her experience in preparing “Jurassic Skye: 
dinosaurs and other fossils of the Isle of Skye”:

My husband, Ken, and I first visited Skye together in 2014 and, after 
discovering the Staffin Museum and talking to its curator Dugald Ross, we 
became fascinated by the fossils in his collection. Finding that there was no 
popular publication which described the importance of Skye for its Jurassic 
fossils, we agreed with Dugie to collaborate over the production of a guide 
suitable for Skye visitors. Dugie already had much of the information at 
his fingertips, but I also researched the wealth of academic papers which 
have been published, while Ken set about photographing Dugie’s extensive 
collection of museum specimens.

The book which we have produced is the first to describe the dinosaurs of 
the Isle of Skye and some of the other Jurassic wildlife that lived alongside 
them. Primarily designed to appeal to Skye’s many visitors, it is written 
in non-technical language in order to be accessible to a wide range of 
readers and relates the stories of the fossil discoveries as well as details of 
the fossils themselves. 

https://www.naturebureau.co.uk/bookshop
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The discovery of dinosaur and marine reptile 
remains in Britain is most usually associated 
with southern England: for example, the Middle 
Jurassic of Oxfordshire; the ‘Jurassic Coast’ 
of Dorset, and the Cretaceous deposits of the 
Isle of Wight. However, the Isle of Skye has 
become increasingly famous for its dinosaur 
fossils, in particular some spectacular footprints 
and trackways, and is now known as one of the 
foremost dinosaur sites, not only in Britain, but 
in the world. 

Skye is particularly important in providing 
a window into the world of the Middle 
Jurassic, as it is one of the few places 
globally which preserves dinosaur fossils 
from this time. Moreover, Skye fossils include 
not only dinosaurs, but also some of their 
vertebrate contemporaries: turtles, crocodiles, 
ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs as well as 
the remains of smaller vertebrates such as 
salamanders, lizards, fish and early mammals, 
not to mention a host of invertebrates and 
plants too.

While the number of individual dinosaur fossil 
finds has been quite modest—there are no 
whole skeletons, only individual bones and 

teeth—these, together with the substantial number of footprints and trackways that have been 
identified, nevertheless confirm the major significance of Skye as a northern outpost of dinosaur 
fossils in Britain. 

So far Skye has revealed the bones and teeth of one Lower Jurassic dinosaur and at least six 
different Middle Jurassic dinosaurs, including theropods, sauropods, ornithopods and thyreophorans, 
while a diverse range of footprints represents at least four different dinosaur families as well as 
rare evidence of post-hatching parental care in theropods. None of the fossils have so far provided 
sufficient diagnostic characters to identify the dinosaurs any more precisely than to broad groups, 
and new material is eagerly anticipated for more specific identification.

Just as significant are the discoveries of other Jurassic animals and plants, including an ichthyosaur 
nicknamed ‘The Storr Lochs Monster’, which is the most complete fossil of a marine reptile ever 
found in Scotland. Another ichthyosaur found on Skye has been recognised as a new species, while 
other discoveries include several plesiosaurs, spectacularly well-preserved specimens of one of the 
oldest turtles and several species of early mammal. One of the plant fossils from Skye is the oldest 
seed cone so far discovered of Cupressaceae and provides valuable evidence for the evolution of the 
cypress family of conifers.

The book describes all of the most significant discoveries, involving some extraordinary tales of lucky 
finds by a number of individuals, including Skye residents, visitors and student groups, as well as 
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professional palaeontologists and geologists. It is illustrated throughout with photos of fossils as well 
as their finders.

Many of the fossils described may be seen at the Staffin Museum and profits from the sale of this 
book will help to support the museum’s work. Founded in 1976 by Dugald Ross, the museum houses 
a range of dinosaur and other Jurassic fossils from Skye as well as artefacts representing the human 
prehistory and social history of Trotternish.

New and exciting fossil discoveries continue to be made almost every year and a number of the most 
recent specimens cannot be included here as they have yet to be fully prepared and analysed. The 
Jurassic story on Skye is a continuing one; this book summarises the discoveries made so far and 
which are in the public domain.

One of the pleasures of undertaking the research for the book was meeting and corresponding with 
so many knowledgeable and interesting people. Their willingness to help with information and images 
was invaluable and without them the book would never have been written. We are sincerely grateful 
to them all.

The book authors Sarah White and Dugald Ross with Sarah’s husband Ken White (left) who took many of the 
photos in the book. Image by Ken White.

Sarah White

PUBLICATIONS                                                                
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Update on the Skye Nature Conservation Order 2019

On 14 January 2020 Scottish Government Ministers gave notice that they had 
confirmed the Skye Nature Conservation Order (NCO) which provides specific 
statutory protection for Middle Jurassic vertebrate fossils.  Confirmation followed 
a period of consultation, after the Order was signed on the 1st of August 2019, 
when representations were invited from interested parties who may have had 
objections to this statutory safeguard.  There were no representations made to 
Ministers which may be an indicator of unanimity of support for protecting this 
globally significant fossil heritage. Confirmation means that the local community, 
visitors to the island, scientists and hobby fossil collectors all have an important 
role in discovering and looking after Skye’s fossil heritage in a joined-up and 
responsible way that benefits science and education.  Further information on the 
NCO is available at www.nature.scot/SkyeFossil.
  

Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage.

A newly installed sign at one of the coastal localities in North-East Skye that falls within the Skye Nature 
Conservation Order 2019.  Signs have been placed at key access points to areas where body and trace fossils 
of Middle Jurassic vertebrates occur.  It is expected that the signs will deter collecting of and damage to these 
globally significant fossil remains.  Image by Dugald Ross.

                                                             PUBLICATIONS                                                                
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Geoconservation during lockdown
David Bridgland, Geologists’ Association, Julie Harrald, The 
Geology Trusts and Peter Allen, Essex Field Club

This edition of Earth Heritage is being produced by the usual team 
but in the most unusual of circumstances, with contributors, editors 
and employees of the government agencies working from home.  
OK, maybe it is not such a modification of the norm for this group 
as for others in the wider community, as many of us were working 
from home some of the time long before the COVID-19 crisis led to 
unprecedented restrictions on travel and meetings.  Nonetheless, 
one outcome is that the fieldwork has ceased within the government 
agencies and sites are no longer being monitored.  Hannah Townley, 
for example, reports that Natural England has cancelled all but 
essential enforcement field visits on SSSIs, and is only allowing 
visits by staff for health and safety or stock management on National 
Nature Reserves. As lockdown eases this situation is being reviewed.  
Maintaining Natural England’s links with other organisations during 
this time has been very valuable. These have helped us keep up to 
date with what’s happening on the ground and provide advice where 
there have been concerns. Colin MacFadyen notes that casework 
concerning protected areas for his attention at Scottish Natural 
Heritage has seen a dip during the crisis, but he is concerned that 
damaging activities could be taking place despite the restrictions.  
Raymond Roberts reports that planning casework was busy for 
Natural Resources Wales at the start of the lockdown but has eased. 
He shares concerns about illegal activity, noting that one landowner 
is travelling some distance for the ‘non-essential’ activity of carrying 
out unconsented works on a geological SSSI. He muses about 
possible positives, such as time at home to catch up with record 
keeping, archiving, scanning in slides, on-line courses and the like, 
and there will be more on positives below…

Certainly there have been reports in the media 
of increased fly tipping during the crisis, perhaps 
because local waste amenity centres have 
been closed, and it can be supposed this will 
be affecting some geosites, as it is a perennial 
problem for many of them.  Natural Resources 
Wales is aware of an uptick, but without current 
monitoring the full extent of this will only become 
apparent after the crisis ends.  Some reports 
have been coming in from those ‘on the ground’.  
One such is from Dean Williams, Essex Wildlife 
Trust and Chafford Gorges Nature Park Ranger, 
who monitors the Lion Pit Tramway Cutting SSSI 
from a local base.  That site, which lies within the 
Chafford Gorges Nature Park, was one of those 
visited during the pre-INQUA field meeting of July 
2019 (see EH 52, p.24). 

Fly tipping that has 
occurred during 
lockdown at the Lion Pit 
tramway cutting SSSI  - 
Photo by Dean Williams.
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There follows a digest of news from various groups.  We invite material for a follow-up article in EH 
54.  Meanwhile, stay safe, stay well, and stay interested in Geoconservation!

Round-up of lockdown activity:

The London Geodiversity Partnership (LGP) reports that they are unable to get out to audit, 
conserve or run walks at any of their sites, but instead are using the time productively to finish a 
number of unfinished projects, particularly geotrails, with the view of getting them onto their website 
for use both by those who are able to go on walks and by others when the lockdown ends. For 
example, there is progress in connection with Springfield Park in the Lea Valley, which is in receipt 
of a lottery grant and has a desire to include the local geology in the new development. This project 
is gaining momentum during the lockdown. Similarly endowed with Heritage Lottery funding, Lesnes 
Abbey Woods in south-east London was the topic of a LGP lecture in early March, but a geotrail 
walk during in April had to be cancelled and will now be written up in virtual form, with a leaflet in 
preparation to describe the geology of the woods as well as the SSSI that is the fossil mammal site 
within them. (Report: Diana Clements).

Norfolk Geodiversity Partnership
Day schools and lectures for the Brecks Fen Edge & Rivers Landscape Partnership Scheme (http://
www.brecks.org/BFER/, National Lottery Heritage Fund) this year have been put on hold, most likely 
until 2021.  Instead an introductory presentation will be put online using the Prezi program, which will 
help show that the project is alive.  It will introduce the geodiversity of the project area, outline some 
key themes, then introduce the planned outputs. (Report: Tim Holt-Wilson).

Bedfordshire Geology Group has, during lockdown, published a new trail leaflet as part of a series 
of three for the Greensand Country Landscape Partnership lottery funded project that has been 
active for that past 4 years. Also, as part of the same project, the Group has published a general 
information booklet on the Earth Heritage of Greensand Country. Both will be available to download 
in due course from the Group’s website, which is subject to current updating. (Report: Bev Fowlston).

Part of the Brecks 
Fen Edge and Rivers 
Landscape Partnership 
project area at Wangford 
Ditch, Norfolk. Photo by 
Tim Holt-Wilson.

                                   LOCKDOWN GEOCONSERVATION

http://www.brecks.org/BFER/
http://www.brecks.org/BFER/
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Sheffield Area Geology Trust is continuing slimmed down communications with Local Authorities 
via email, managing to maintain working relationships despite difficult times for all.  They are in the 
middle of developing (progress being made by email) Local Geodiversity Action Plans (LGAPs) 
for two of the Metropolitan Boroughs, as well as a redraft of the SPD (Supplementary Planning 
Document) for Geodiversity and Biodiversity. Lockdown came right in the middle of a complete 
regional review of Permian Cadeby sites in South Yorkshire.  This has all now stopped, of course, 
and instead a review of field notes and photo logs of the sites is being undertaken, along with 
reading, with the intention of pulling the ideas together into a draft for a paper to be published in the 
fullness of time.  Meanwhile detailed lists of field questions for investigation are being compiled, for 
action once that sort of thing is allowable. (Report: Rick Ramsdale)

Wiltshire Geology Group reports that most activities are on hold.  They were going to put on some 
guided walks for Geoweek but these were cancelled, as were walks for the North Wessex Downs 
AONB Walking Festival in June.  Group members have been able to carry out some rock and 
fossil identification based on photos sent in by the public to the group website and on Facebook. In 
addition, a small book was prepared by Steve Hannath during the early days of COVID-19, before 
actual lockdown, based on a study day that the Group led last autumn for the Wiltshire Buildings 
Record group. The book is now printed: The Buildings of Wiltshire – an exploration through the earth 
materials used. (Report: Judy Hible, Isobel Geddes & Steve Hannath).

Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group reports a busy time, the group has: 
 • used Zoom to continue its committee meetings
 • organised a video conference lecture on fracking (using Zoom) for its members
 • updated its website to promote online activities that its members can participate in during the  
   lockdown period (https://www.wgcg.co.uk/entertainment-for-lock-down/)
 • increased its use of social-media platforms (Facebook, Twitter & YouTube) in order to stay in  
             touch with members
 • posted a weekly video lecture on its social-media and website platforms 
 • asked members to supply input on their local (or home and garden) geology or geological  
   samples for use in the group newsletter and or social media 
 • given its 2020 members free membership for 2021 as a form of compensation for the  
   cancelled walks, talks and residential trips. (Report: Ray Pratt).

 A new trail leaflet 
and information 
booklet published by 
Bedfordshire Geology 
Group.

LOCKDOWN GEOCONSERVATION                                                         
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A few notes from the Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust.  The pausing of new 
applications to the National Lottery Heritage Fund for a few months has affected the Trust, which has 
a bid that would have been submitted last month, although work on it has continued nevertheless.  
The current partnership Lottery project ‘Conserving Herefordshire’s Ice Age Ponds’ (see article on 
p. 5) is stymied as volunteers are unable to go in the field together, but some volunteers have been 
doing work on historic maps and the core team is working on tenders and an evaluation framework, 
on reduced hours. Several different folk are working on contributions to a new website, for which 
launch by early summer is anticipated. (Report: Ian Fairchild).

Cumbria GeoConservation  
A 600-word ‘vignette’ about Cumbria GeoConservation has been written for a book by Ian Francis 
entitled:  The Lake District – Landscape and Geology, due to be published next year. There has been 
a request for the CumbriaGeoConservation.org.uk website map to be used by ‘GeoTur’—linked to the 
UNESCO GeoPark organisation.  Seen as an example of good practice, permission has of course 
been granted. (Report: John Lackie)

Essex Field Club
Within the Essex Field Club (EFC), several articles of geological interest are being prepared for 
publication in the next Essex Naturalist. Geoff Rayner is working on a profusely illustrated article 
entitled ‘Periglacial features in the Red Crag at Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex’, a geological SSSI that 
has experienced much controversy (See EH 38, 28–32 and predecessor Earth Science Conservation 
27, 16–17) based on 40 years fieldwork mapping features in the rapidly eroding cliffs. Bill George 
is working on a celebration of the 200th anniversary of William Smith’s Geological Map of Essex, 
published in 1820 by John Cary, which will include subsequent use of the printing plates by Cruchley 
and later Gall & Inglis. Casting the EFC net into Suffolk, Bill George has submitted geological field 

An image from The 
Buildings of Wiltshire 
- a house in the village 
of Ashton Keynes, with 
walls, roof, driveway and 
boundary walls all of local 
limestones. Photo by 
Steve Hannath.
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http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/eh38.pdf
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/Earth-Science-Conservation-No.-027-March-1990.pdf
http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/Earth-Science-Conservation-No.-027-March-1990.pdf
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guides for Harkstead and Stutton (another Quaternary SSSI) to be published separately in Suffolk 
Naturalist. (Report: Peter Allen).

Essex Rock and Mineral Society
The Essex Rock and Mineral Society has recently (February 2020) published Fossils in Essex and 
Beyond by Ros Mercer, which shows fossils from the Chalk, London Clay, Red Crag and glacial 
deposits (see http://www.erms.org/news.html) and now Ros & Ian Mercer are busy putting the final 
touches to another fold-out poster Essex Rocks, which has a composite geological column for 
Essex on one side and panels depicting the rocks, fossils and palaeogeography of the time periods 
represented by the rocks on the other. They are also working with Tendring Council on display boards 
for cliffs in the Clacton area, including the Holland-on-Sea Quaternary SSSI, recently subject to 
nearby cliff stabilisation works by civil engineering contractors who, most helpfully, facilitated access 
to the deposits for logging and sampling. (Report: Ros Mercer).

‘Voyages in Deep Time’ smartphone app and website
This app and the website were produced by Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust and 
Brooks Design during a  Lottery funded project from 2016–2018. They invite young explorers to take 
a ‘voyage in deep time’ and play a game of survival in ancient environments (by answering questions 
to maintain virtual oxygen, water and fuel supplies).  Although the apps are designed to get people 
out in the field looking at local geology, they are really well illustrated and the GPS function can be 
unlocked so that questions can be answered from home. Final scores can be posted to the website 
so that the intrepid explorers can see how they fared alongside other players.    

At the start of the lockdown we sent out the weblink https://deeptime.voyage/ far and wide, as a 
suggestion for home schooling, and downloads of the Deep Time Voyager app have skyrocketed.

Geological Society
Holding the Great Geobakeoff 2020 - https://blog.geolsoc.org.uk/2020/04/15/the-2020-great-
geobakeoff/

News from the Geologists’ Association  
The GA is looking to run its 2020 Festival of Geology (FOG) virtually, in the likely event that the 
physical event will have to be cancelled (this will be reviewed at a later date).  This landmark in the 
GA year is always an opportunity to promote local geosites, geological trails and volunteer activity 
through displays and the distributing of leaflets from stalls in the festival hall.  Should things improve 
and the physical festival takes place in some form, these preparations will ensure a greater online 
presence of the FOG in future.  The associated lectures and field trips will be subject to separate 
review but already at least one virtual field trip is planned.

The GA has also been offering ‘Geology from your Sofa’ to all via its web site (https://
geologistsassociation.org.uk/sofageology).  This links to video and podcast lectures, online courses, 
virtual field trips, games and and quizzes.

LOCKDOWN GEOCONSERVATION                                                         

http://www.erms.org/news.html
https://deeptime.voyage/
https://blog.geolsoc.org.uk/2020/04/15/the-2020-great-geobakeoff/
https://blog.geolsoc.org.uk/2020/04/15/the-2020-great-geobakeoff/
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/sofageology
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/sofageology
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Geologists’ Association Archive grows online

We have just added a number of new volumes to the GA Carreck Archive online resource—
the albums of Miss M.S. Johnston and Elsie Giles.  This is part of the ongoing digitisation 
being undertaken by the British Geological Survey who house and look after the archive.  The 
digitised archive has also been transferred to the new BGS Earthwise platform, which is very 
similar to Wikipedia.  With this move we can now start to create an index for the albums and 
this has enabled us to enlist the help of the GA membership.  

Volunteers are starting to transcribe the information from the albums into an index including labels 
and descriptions of pictures and names of the people you can see.  As this project grows we will 
start to explore other tasks including fuller transcriptions of letters and prose, bringing together 
descriptions and photographs of field trips and biographies of some of the characters you will find 
in the archive.  This will be available for all to use and search bringing the archive to life for anyone 
looking at the places and people enjoyed and visited by the Geologists’ Association. 

The new albums…
Miss Mary Sophia Johnston (1875–1955)
M.S. Johnston was a life-long supporter and member of the Geologists’ Association who took 
responsibility for maintaining and displaying the GA’s photograph albums.  The two personal albums 
she bequeathed to the GA reflect her extensive journeys, friendships and correspondence.  These 
albums are among the most important and interesting collections in the Carreck Archive.  They cover 
the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century and provide a fascinating insight into the people and field 
excursions of the GA.  There is a mix of annotated photographs of individuals and groups, places, 
letters, anecdotes and newspaper cuttings, all of which tell the story of the Geologists’ Association.

Elsie Giles
The second set of photographs recently uploaded belonged to Elsie Giles.  Very little is known 
about Elsie Giles but she was clearly a keen participant in the GA Field Excursions and took time 
and care to compile the collection of photographs recording these visits. The photographs include 
field excursions from the 1920s through to the late 1930s, at home and abroad. Also included is a 
collection by other photographers—many well-known contemporary members of the Geologists’ 
Association.  All the photographs are numbered and listed in an accompanying notebook.

To explore the GA Carreck Archive go to https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/archive/
Jonathan Larwood
GA Archivist 
archive@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Jonathan Larwood, Natural England

                                                              GEO ARCHIVE

https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/archive/
mailto:archive%40geologistsassociation.org.uk?subject=
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The 1934 Long Excursion to Norway, hosted and lead by Professor Holtedahl who is here pictured with his wife.   
A ‘Rocking Stone’ and mountains to the north of Finse are pictured in the accompanying note book entry listing 
the album photographs (photographs by A.G. Stenhouse).  Elsie Giles Album.

Above left: 1925 Long Excursion to Shropshire including a group photograph and lunch on the Long Mynd.  M.S. 
Johnston Album

Above right: 1931 Summer Excursion to Northumberland and Durham.  Here visits to Stanhope Church in 
Weardale, Cilurnum Fort on Hadrian’s Wall, Cullercoats and Hawthorn Dene on the Northumberland and Durham 
coasts are pictured.  M.S. Johnston Album.

GEO ARCHIVE                                                                 
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Cwm Nash: a matter of grave concern
Christina Byrne, Natural Resources Wales

Cwm Nash is a small coastal valley in the Vale of Glamorgan, South Wales. It forms part of the 
Monknash Coast SSSI, designated for its Liassic limestone cliffs, Quaternary tufa deposits, 
coastal geomorphological features, flora and fauna. The valley of the Nash Brook is filled with 
tufa deposits formed by calcium-rich water emanating from the local Porthkerry Formation 
limestone (Early Jurassic). A sequence of tufa, scree, hill-wash sediment and buried soil, up 
to 7 m in thickness, is exposed at the mouth of the valley by coastal erosion. This sequence 
contains a rich variety of fossil snails and records a detailed series of environmental and 
climatic changes spanning the last 12,000 years. The site is also notable for tufa forming 
today in the Nash Brook.

Since the early 1980s, human remains have been eroded out of shallow graves, cut into the soft 
tufa deposits that form low coastal cliffs at Cwm Nash. There is no historic record of a burial ground 
at the site and little is known about the people who were buried here. They may have been local 
recusants, who did not wish to be buried in the Anglican churchyard in post-Medieval times, or 
possibly shipwreck victims (numerous ships have been wrecked on the adjacent sand bars in the 
Bristol Channel). Once graves become visible, the remains can be removed, but often they are 
only revealed by storm-related cliff falls, meaning some of the remains are lost to the sea (previous 
site reports can be found here: http://www.ggat.org.uk/cadw/historic_christian/pages/more_3.html). 

Cardiff University 
archaeologists attached 
by ropes and harnesses, 
exhuming human burials 
eroding from clifftop 
grave cuts in the tufa.

All photos taken by 
Christina Byrne

http://www.ggat.org.uk/cadw/historic_christian/pages/more_3.html
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Exhumation of the 
separate burial lower 
in the cliff, closer to the 
mouth of the Nash Brook 
by Cardiff University 
archaeologists and 
the Glamorgan Gwent 
Archaeological Trust. 

Unusual burial found 
slightly apart from the 
others and lower in the 
cliff—the well-preserved 
skeleton of a young male, 
buried with his feet to the 
sea, arms tucked over the 
head. 

Buried treasure (or 
pottery fragments of no 
great age) unearthed by 
NRW ‘archaeologists’. 
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Extensive excavations to exhume and remove all possible remaining interments, before they are 
eroded from the cliff by the sea, have not been possible because of potential damage to the SSSI 
(both the Quaternary deposits and the associated calcareous grassland).

In 2013, the Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust (GGAT) carried out a geophysical survey of the 
site (resistivity and magnetometry), in an attempt to find any remaining burials. Unfortunately, the 
similarity between the undisturbed tufa and the grave fill (essentially slightly disturbed tufa) meant 
that the survey did not show clear evidence of further graves—only a small, enigmatic enclosure and 
the remains of some WWII coastal defences. Even the grave cuts that could be seen clearly at the 
time in the cliff face could not be detected by the survey.

Within a year, more human remains were visible when winter storms caused a sizeable cliff collapse 
(reported in Earth Heritage 43) and, by September 2019, eight burial cuts could be seen on the cliff 
edge at Cwm Nash. 

A rescue excavation was planned by GGAT, along with staff and students from Cardiff University. 
Due to the position of the grave cuts at the cliff edge, all the work had to be overseen by a high-ropes 
instructor, with an archaeologist working from the front of the cliff face perched on top of a ladder, 
and an archaeologist on top of the cliff itself. In addition, eight evaluation test pits (1m by 1m) were 
excavated, to try to determine the extent of the cemetery inland from the cliff edge. 

Natural Resources Wales staff attending the dig were also put to work removing turf (placed carefully 
onto plastic sheeting ready for reinstatement), trowelling out test pits, carrying buckets of soil, and 
bagging up the recovered remains. We were trusted to excavate and document our own test pit (the 
one farthest away from the burials and least likely to contain anything!). This produced some modern 
pottery, 1980s’ crisp packets, lots of limestone and a confused slow-worm! Particularly challenging 
was deciding when to stop digging and how to fit the carefully stored soil and turf back into the pit 
from where they had come! The skills of careful trowelling were new, but it was interesting to see 
similarities with geological fieldwork; from the style of field notes and sketches, as well as the evident 
enjoyment of fieldwork of all the participants. The dig took place in the full suite of Welsh weather, 
from scorching sun to a near gale, and continued despite the squalls of rain and hail and the constant 
blast of loosened tufa. It was a fascinating experience for a geologist who had once thought of 
pursuing an archaeological career!

Bones from at least six individuals were recovered, including one articulated skeleton. The latter 
was unusual in having been buried slightly away from and orientated in the opposite direction to the 
others who had been placed with their heads towards the sea.

Bioarchaeologists at the University will be carrying out detailed analysis of the human remains into 
2020. As they are likely to be the last skeletons to appear from this mysterious site, it is hoped they 
can finally give some answers as to its history and meaning.  Are they from the local population, 
remaining loyal to their traditions and being buried near the holy well or, local legend tells of Wreckers 
operating on the Glamorgan coast; are they the unfortunate victims of this unforgiving coastline and 
its pirate past? Hopefully the bones will tell us.

More information can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/GGATarchaeology/
posts/2391241284327866

http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/eh43F.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/GGATarchaeology/posts/2391241284327866
https://www.facebook.com/GGATarchaeology/posts/2391241284327866
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Learning from loss: uncovering the secrets of 
Dinas Dinlle, North Wales 
Louise Barker, Toby Driver, Daniel Hunt, all CHERISH project, Royal Commission 
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales; Sarah Davies, Geoff Duller, 
Hywel Griffiths, Henry Lamb, Helen Roberts, Patrick Robson, Hollie Wynne, 
all CHERISH project, Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, Aberystwyth 
University, Stewart Campbell, Raymond Roberts, both Natural Resources Wales

Dinas Dinlle is situated on the stunning Gwynedd coastline in North Wales. It is a monumental 
prehistoric coastal hillfort constructed upon the northern of two prominent glacial mounds 
which dominate the low-lying coastal landscape.  The mounds have been interpreted as 
a push moraine formed by glacial thrusting during a short-lived readvance of the wasting 
Late Devensian Irish Sea and Welsh ice streams (Harris et al., 1997; Thomas & Chiverrell, 
2007). The hillfort dates from the Late Bronze or Iron Age (c. 1200BC– AD 43) while Roman 
finds, together with a prominence in early mediaeval Welsh literature and folklore, suggest a 
protracted history. The hillfort is owned by the National Trust and open to the public; it is also 
crossed by the Wales Coast Path.

The Iron Age Hillfort and SSSI at Dinas Dinlle occupy a stunning location overlooking Caernarfon Bay with 
sweeping views of the Llŷn Peninsula. However, the site is under constant threat from coastal erosion. The use 
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles to capture images such as this was part of a range of monitoring techniques used 
during the CHERISH Project. (Crown Copyright: CHERISH Project)
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Dinas Dinlle is nationally important for its archaeological remains and is protected as a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument (SAM) (see https://rcahmw.gov.uk/dinas-dinlle-hillfort-gwynedd/). Coastal 
erosion has shown that the mound is composed of a complex series of Irish Sea and Welsh tills 
with associated sands and gravels, which have been extensively folded and faulted.  This sequence 
has been studied by generations of geologists and continues to furnish important evidence about 
the advance and retreat of the Late Devensian ice sheet. Dinas Dinlle is an important site in the 
Quaternary of Wales Geological Conservation Review (GCR) network (Campbell & Bowen, 1989) 
and is protected as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). It was a key locality in the visit to North 
Wales by the Quaternary Research Association in 1990 (Hart, 1990) and the different conservation 
requirements of the archaeological and geomorphological features were outlined by Addison & 
Campbell (1992).

Although ongoing erosive processes maintain the exposure of the glacial sequence at Dinas Dinlle, 
erosion is a clear threat to the archaeological remains.  Early maps and the curve of the hillfort 
defences suggest the fort was once entirely enclosed, but today nearly all the western defences have 
been lost to the sea following years of coastal and terrestrial erosion.  Analysis of historical maps 
suggests that between 20 and 40 metres of the western side of the fort have been lost over the last 
100 years. With climate-change projections (UKCP18) for sea-level rise, increasing storminess, 
warmer and wetter winters and hotter, drier summers erosion is set to increase; we face losing the 
whole monument (and the glacial mounds) over the next few centuries. 

Because of this loss, Dinas Dinlle has become a study site for the CHERISH project.  CHERISH 
(Climate, Heritage and Environments of Reefs, Islands and Headlands) is a six-year project (2017–
2022), receiving €4.9 million of EU funds, through the Ireland Wales Co-operation Programme 
2014–2020.  It brings together a cross-disciplinary team from the Royal Commission on the Ancient 
and Historical Monuments of Wales (RCAHMW); Aberystwyth University: Department of Geography 
and Earth Sciences; the Discovery Programme, Ireland and Geological Survey Ireland.  CHERISH 
is undertaking investigations at a number of iconic coastal locations to raise awareness and 
understanding of the past, present and near-future impacts of climate change on the rich cultural 
heritage of the Irish and Welsh regional seas and coast.  

A reconstruction of the cliff face at Dinas Dinlle using point cloud data from laser scan surveys.  This was 
undertaken by CHERISH in 2018 and a repeat survey will be carried out in 2021 to monitor change. Terrestrial 
laser scanning is particularly valuable in providing accurate, high-resolution morphological mapping of changing 
coastal cliff sections.  (Crown Copyright: CHERISH Project)

https://rcahmw.gov.uk/dinas-dinlle-hillfort-gwynedd/
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At Dinas Dinlle, combining the skills of archaeologists and geographers has greatly increased our 
understanding of the monument.  CHERISH work has included gathering highly accurate (centimetre 
and sub-centimetre) 3D data to monitor the receding cliff face using techniques such as terrestrial 
laser scanning and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) survey.  This will provide an accurate baseline 
for monitoring future change. With analysis of historical documents such as maps, aerial photographs 
and ground photography—including fixed-point photo-monitoring images taken by the Countryside 
Council for Wales (CCW) in the early 1990s (Campbell et al., 1992) and subsequent photo-monitoring 
by CCW and Natural Resources Wales (NRW)—we are able to reconstruct as accurately as 
possible erosion rates over the past 150 years.  Repeat monitoring visits by CHERISH and a team of 
dedicated local residents also take place to see how weather is affecting the monument. Through this 
alone we were able to record a major cliff collapse affecting the southern defences of the monument, 
following a storm in early 2019.

UAV images showing the 
cliff face at Dinas Dinlle 
before (dated 11 June 
2018) and after a collapse 
in early 2019 (dated 14 
February 2019).  The 
collapse revealed what 
appeared to be the clear 
edge of the inner hillfort 
ditch and a previously 
unreported fill of sand. 
Although cliff falls 
temporarily obscure parts 
of the coastal exposures, 
the slumped material will 
eventually be washed 
away by wave action.  
Continued monitoring 
will capture the rate at 
which obscured faces 
will become re-exposed. 
(Crown Copyright: 
CHERISH Project)

GEOCONSERVATION                                                               
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Don’t look down! Battling with heights and ropes to record features in the exposed cliff face at Dinas Dinlle that 
are subject to erosion. (Crown Copyright: CHERISH Project)

Orthomosaic of the southern ditch section created from overlapping structure from Motion UAV imagery in 
Agisoft Metashape.  Ground Control Points (white targets) were used to georectify and scale the image.  The 
series of deposits within the ditch can be seen along with the circular holes where luminescence samples were 
taken. (Crown Copyright: CHERISH Project)
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Engagement and involvement of the local community and volunteers are important aspects of the CHERISH 
project. There were numerous community events and during the excavations archaeologists were also on hand 
to discuss the project with visitors to Dinas Dinlle. Photo by Raymond Roberts, NRW.
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As well as monitoring Dinas Dinlle, CHERISH work is also about increasing our knowledge and 
understanding of the monument in its landscape. In the area around the hillfort, sediment coring 
from the surrounding wetlands and luminescence dating of the sand spit at Morfa Dinlle will help 
reconstruct past environments and climate change using the physical, biological and chemical 
evidence trapped within layers of sediments. At the monument itself, new earthwork and geophysical 
surveys have greatly increased our understanding of the archaeological remains at the site with 
possible roundhouses and other anomalies identified.

CHERISH has also undertaken two phases of excavation at Dinas Dinlle.  Under full supervision and 
following months of planning and training, the CHERISH team went ‘over the edge’ in June 2019, to 
record and date features exposed in the receding cliff face, including the hillfort ditch exposed during 
the cliff collapse in early 2019. Here, initial results have been extremely interesting; the cleaning of 
the section revealed the clear cut of a ditch and also that its sand fill was not a single depositional 
unit, but 11 distinct deposits that relate to a number of depositional regimes.  It appears that the 
hillfort ditch is natural in origin and represents a palaeo-channel that was subsequently repurposed 
by the hillfort builders.  As no artefacts or charcoal were recovered in the ditch section, dating the 
ditch-fill deposits will be achieved through luminescence dating and will be critical to understanding 
when and how they were deposited. These samples are currently being processed at the Aberystwyth 
Luminescence Research Laboratory in the Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, 
Aberystwyth University. 

There were further surprises in store during the community excavation at the site in August 2019. 
Some 50 volunteers from the local community worked alongside CHERISH and the Gwynedd 
Archaeological Trust to explore features within and outside the fort that had been identified through 
geophysical survey. Within the hillfort, as the archaeologists watched the mechanical digger strip 
away the turf, they were faced with tonnes of sand overlying the archaeological layers and features. 
Once the deep deposits of sand were removed, some incredibly well-preserved archaeological 

The northern wall of the 
roundhouse uncovered 
during excavation in 
August 2019. The deep 
deposits of sand covering 
the structure can clearly 
be seen in the section. 
(Crown Copyright: 
CHERISH Project)
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remains were uncovered, including a monumental stone-built roundhouse, 13 metres in diameter, and 
one of the biggest and best preserved of its kind ever found in Wales).  The excellent preservation of 
the stone walls suggests that the sand deposition over them may have been rapid, probably during 
periods of major storm activity. As with the earlier excavation we are using luminescence dating to 
determine when and how quickly the archaeological remains were buried. 

Our coastal geological and archaeological heritage is often fragile and finite. The CHERISH project 
has been important in raising awareness and highlighting the threat of climate change with the 
resulting sea-level rise and increased storminess eroding away the special resource. Monitoring 
and ongoing research on receding cliffs such as Dinas Dinlle will be vital in understanding both 
the archaeology and geodiversity as the effects of climate change are felt on our coasts. Modern 
techniques such as UAV and laser scanning will become more important. Traditional techniques such 
as archaeological excavations, photo-monitoring and getting up close to the exposure (albeit dangling 
from a rope!) will also be essential. 

We are grateful to the National Trust, Natural Resources Wales and Cadw for their permission to 
work at Dinas Dinlle and for their ongoing support and collaboration. We would like to thank the 
local community of Dinas Dinlle and surrounding villages for their warm welcome and support for 
our activities at a site which clearly means so much to them.  Our work at Dinas Dinlle and other 
CHERISH study sites continues. To find out more about the project and for day-to-day news and 
features please visit our website (www.cherishproject.eu), Facebook (CHERISH Project) and Twitter 
pages (@CHERISHproj).
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The Magazine of the Geologists’ Association: 
much for those with geoconservation interests
David Bridgland, Geologists’ Association

For several years now (since 2012—see EH 38) the Geologists’ Association (GA) has been 
one of the sponsors for Earth Heritage, reflecting the long-standing interest of the body and 
its members in geoconservation and related matters.  Although based in London, the GA 
has much to offer those elsewhere who share these interests, as shown by the running of 
annual conferences more widely within the UK (see EH 39, p.8; EH 40, p.6; EH 46, p.3 & EH 
47, p.5; EH 48, p.41 & EH 49, p.5; EH 51, p.11), by its field meetings both home and abroad 
and by the topics covered in a typical issue of its magazine, which is sent out to members 
four times a year (unlike EH this continues as a printed magazine, although a pdf version is 
also produced).

A look at the March 2020 edition (Vol. 19, No. 1) will give a flavour of what is on offer to GA 
members…

Following messages from the President and a report from Council, the bulk of the magazine 
comprises summaries of the various regular lectures to have taken place since the last edition, 
reports of GA field trips and other meetings and news from Rockwatch, the GA’s nationwide club for 
young geologists and their families (see www.rockwatch.org.uk).  Many of the field trip reports include 
descriptions of geoconservation sites, which often represent a significant proportion of the localities 
visited; an example is the report (Mick Oates & Graham Hickman) of the GA excursion to the 
Yorkshire Coast (May, 2019).  Quite a bit of space is devoted to news of upcoming GA events; sadly, 
most of these will have been cancelled or postponed because of the present coronavirus crisis.

Some highlights for the geoconservationist 

• Report (by Richard Wrigley) of a field trip, in association with the 2019 GA Conference, to the 
Williamson Tunnels beneath the Edge Hill district of Liverpool (October, 2019), led by Phillip 
Firth of the Liverpool Geological Society.  These little-known tunnels are of mixed geological, 
archaeological and built environment interest, being a labyrinth of passages, shafts and 
underground caverns constructed on behalf of retired tobacco merchant Joseph Williamson 
(1769–1840), perhaps as a philanthropic measure by him to provide local employment.  Other 
theories include construction as a refuge from Armageddon.  Quarrying is not an explanation, 
even though high-quality sandstone of the Chester Formation (lower part of the Sherwood 
Sandstone Group) is known to have been extracted from the chambers for use in buildings around 
Liverpool.   Sandstone pillars were left as supports for brick columns and arched brick roofs, 
above which the land was built over.  A registered charity, the Friends of Williamson’s Tunnels, is 
dedicated to the preservation and exploration of the surviving tunnels, some of which need re-
excavating, having been filled with rubble.  
For more information see https://williamsontunnels.com/ 

www.rockwatch.org.uk
https://williamsontunnels.com/
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• Report (by Nick Pierpoint) of a field trip, in association with the GA’s Festival of Geology, to 
Thorndon Country Park, Essex (November 2019), led by Ros & Ian Mercer and Peter Allen.  The 
leaders were representing the Essex Rock and Mineral Society (ERMS) and GeoEssex, who have 
worked together to devise an instructive guided trail within this attractive Country Park (see EH 
39, p.30), which benefits from ample pay-and-display parking and a café.  There are exposures 
of the interface between the London Clay with the overlying Claygate Beds in a stream bank, and 
the aptly named ‘Pebble Wall’, a re-excavated face in an old aggregates quarry revealing glacio-
fluvial gravel attributed to the Anglian glaciation of ~450,000 years ago.  This imbricated gravel, 
deposited by flow from the north, was likened to the outwash plains (sandar) of present-day 
Iceland.  Its component pebbles are mainly flint, but occasional exotic clasts were noted, such as 
Rhaxella chert (from the Oxfordian of North Yorkshire) and vein quartz.   

• Report (under the banner of 
‘Geoconservation’) of activities 
of ‘Dorset’s Important Geological 
Sites’ group (DIGS) by Alan 
Holiday (Chairman of DIGS).  
Active since the early 1990s, the 
DIGS group has, in cooperation 
with landowners, been identifying 
geological sites of educational and 
scientific value that are away from 
the coast and are not SSSIs. The 
list has reached around 60 sites 
across the whole county, ranging 
from Jurassic to Palaeogene, and 
is supported by publications such 
as walks leaflets, some for sale 
and others free, including some 
supported by the Curry Fund 
(e.g., Poxwell Pericline walk, see 
EH 40, p.19) and the Heritage 
Lottery Fund.  The group has also 
produced information panels (see 
EH 43, p.33) and has become 
more actively involved in practical 
conservation measures such 
as vegetation clearance.  DIGS 
featured in EH 51 (p.31) in a report 
on filming at one of their adopted 
sites.  For more information, see 
https://dorsetrigs.org/
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A Tale of Two Sand Pits
Brian Ellis, Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group

Two adjacent sand and gravel pits have followed different restoration histories to become 
Ryton Pools Country Park and part of the Bubbenhall Meadow and Wood Nature Reserve.  The 
contrasting outcomes illustrate the significance of differences in ownership and funding, the 
dates when the restoration occurred, and changing societal and environmental policies.

Geological Context 
To the south-east of Coventry there is a sequence of Middle Pleistocene deposits designated as 
‘Wolstonian’ by Professor Shotton in 1953. The lowest strata are the Baginton Sands and Gravels, 
overlain by the Thrussington Till, in turn overlain by the Wolston Clay. The Sands and Gravels, up to 
15 metres thick, were deposited in a high energy, braided fluvial environment by the so-called Bytham 
River, which flowed north-eastward into the North Sea. The sand and gravels have been extensively 
quarried for aggregates near the village of Bubbenhall (National Grid Reference SP 365 725).

Ryton Pools Country Park
At Ryton Pools, (SP 375 729) quarrying ceased in 1976. The site was then used for household 
waste disposal and capped using the Till overburden and quarry spoil. This formed an undulating 
landscape, in places higher than the original land surface. Owned and run by Warwickshire County 
Council, the Park was opened in two phases; firstly in 1982 as Ryton Pool Picnic Area and then 
expanded in 1996 as the Country Park.  Set up after the 1968 Countryside Act, Country Parks are 
required to provide “facilities and services for the enjoyment or convenience of the public” where 
“visitors can enjoy a public open space with an informal atmosphere”, while stressing “the desirability 
of conserving the natural beauty”. At Ryton Pools this has resulted in a multi-functional space, 
meeting a wide variety of potentially conflicting needs.

Paget’s Pool. The flooded 
pit with the quarry face 
in the distance. © David 
Gosling

                                                     GEOCONSERVATION                                                                      
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Facilities and activities at Ryton Pools Country Park

Facilities Activities
Visitor Centre with education room 2 childrens’ playgrounds
Café Cycle and Go-Cart hire
Toilets Flat playground for informal games
Large car park Miniature railway (seasonal)
Well surfaced, waymarked footpaths Childrens’ Pirate Trail
Information leaflets Childrens’ adventure woodland
Interpretation Boards Fishing
Bird hide Orienteering
Pagets’ Pool geology interpretation area Memorial Tree planting area
Environmental interpretation areas Walking and dog walking

Left: The geology interpretation area at Paget’s Pool with the board and the two elephant sculptures.  The 
building is to encourage sand martins to nest, replacing the natural nesting site. © Brian Ellis. Right: The 
interpretation board at Paget’s Pool © Steven Cheshire.

The Bytham River flowed along a 
wide valley stretching from here to 
Baginton, running north-eastwards 
into the North Sea. Sands and gravels 
that were deposited by the river were 
once quarried here.

Quarrying and restoration

Warwickshire in the Ice Age 

Geologists call the river deposits the 
Baginton Sands and Gravels. They 
formed during a warm interval in the 
Ice Age. The climate then began to get 
colder and a large ice sheet advanced 
from the north-east into Warwickshire 
laying down the Thrussington Till on 
top of the sands and gravels. When 
the climate began to warm again 
ice melted intermittently, depositing 
Wolston Clay in temporary lakes.

You can see the continuing effect 
of the geology on the present-day 
vegetation.  Bubbenhall Wood is 
found on Thrussington Till and Ryton 
Wood on Wolston Clay. These woods 
survived as the clays were too heavy 
to be worked by medieval farmers.

Wolston Clay consists of grey stoneless clay and silt, deposited in water. 
© 2019 Brian Elllis.

Thrussington Till (boulder clay) is a red/brown pebbly clay two or three metres thick, deposited by ice.
© 2019 Ian Fenwick.

The Baginton Sands are made of yellow to orange grains. The Gravels consist of well-rounded pebbles
up to 20mm in size and are mixed with coarse sand, both deposited by the Bytham River.
© 2019 Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group.

Ice Age Rocks

Early Man
Lower Palaeolithic (Old Stone 
Age) hand axes have been found 
in the sand and gravel pits. 
They tell us that Heidelberg 
Man (Homo heidelbergensis), 
possibly one of our distant 
cousins, lived here about half 
a million years ago. Just like 
Ice Age versions of the Swiss 
Army Knife, the axes were multi-
purpose tools used for cutting, 
crushing, scraping and chopping.  

Bones have been found which show that the area was home 
to many animals such as straight-tusked elephants, horse and 
bison. These would have been a source of food for Heidelberg 
Man, hunting and scavenging the ‘big game’.

Elephant neck bone © 2019 David Gosling.  

Elephant tooth © 2019 Brian Elllis.           

Piece of elephant tusk © 2019 Brian Ellis.

Examples of hand axes and fossil bones from the local 
quarries can be seen in Market Hall Museum, Warwick
and at the Visitor Centre here at Ryton Pools Country Park.

The Bytham River valley might have looked like the view in this picture. 
Copyright 2019 Steven Cheshire (Steven Cheshire Graphic Design) 

Nearby Wood Farm quarry at the end of its working life.
© 2019 Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group. 

Palaeloxodon antiquus Eofauna Scientific research figure
© 2019 Shu-yu Hsu

Straight-tusked elephant
Straight-tusked elephants probably lived in small herds up to 
15 strong and may have been matriarchal like modern elephants. 
The males could reach as much 
as four metres tall. Although 
the tusks curve, they are 
straighter than those of 
the mammoth. These 
elephants became 
extinct in Britain about 
115,000 years ago 
when the climate 
became colder.

The axes have been beautifully fashioned, some from hard 
volcanic rock that possibly came from the Lake District, like 
this example found in Waverley Wood sand quarry.
© 2019 Warwickshire County Council.

Our partners

Designed by Steven Cheshire Graphic Design (www.steven-cheshire.co.uk)

The Holloway Bequest of the
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group

Cold
Climate

Climate
Getting
Warmer

Climate
Getting
Colder

Had you been at this spot nearly half 
a million years ago you would have 
found yourself standing in the bed 
of a powerful river, which geologists 
now call the Bytham River.

You can see the 
three Ice Age 

deposits in
the slope above

Pagets Pool.

Wolston Clay

Thrussington Till

Ryton Wood

Sand and Gravel
Old sand and gravel quarry

This reconstruction of an
adult male Homo heidelbergensis
on display in the Smithsonian Museum of 
Natural History is based on the Kabwe skull. 
© 2019 Tim Evanson (CC BY-SA 2.0).

The first evidence of 
Heidelberg Man was a jaw 
bone found in 1907 in a
sand quarry near Heidelberg
in Germany. They lived 
between 700,000 and
300,000 years ago.

The Baginton Sands and Gravels were quarried as raw
materials for aggregates, concrete manufacture and
horticulture. When quarrying ended the quarry below was 
restored to become Bubbenhall Meadow next to Ryton
Pools Country Park.

www.wgcg.co.ukFind out more at: exploredunsmore.org

Dunsmore Geology Board Development.indd   1 18/08/2019   20:01:22

Ryton Pools provides open space and an informal rural atmosphere, but in a sculpted rather than 
a natural landscape. Many facilities and services are provided. These contribute to the Park’s 
attractiveness for visitors, principally from Coventry, Kenilworth, Warwick and Leamington Spa.  The 
Park offers an education programme for schools including an environmental activity and wildlife area 
near the Visitor Centre. There is an active nature conservation programme under the Higher Level 
Stewardship Scheme for grassland enhancement with one meadow managed for flower-rich hay 
(and also used for beginner-level orienteering). Significant hedgerow improvement has taken place in 
partnership with Warwickshire Wildlife Trust. In addition the Park has excellent access to the ancient 
woodland of Ryton Wood (on the Wolston Clay) and the nearby Wappenbury and Bubbenhall Woods. 
An unusual feature is the electricity generating plant, using methane captured from the landfill, that 
sends enough power to the National Grid to serve 2000 homes.

GEOCONSERVATION                                                     
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Sculpture of an adult male straight-tusked elephant 
(Artist – Spencer Jenkins). © Brian Ellis

Wood Farm quarry at the end of its working life. 
© Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group

The only place in the Park where the old industrial landscape is evident is at Paget’s Pool where 
a remnant of the quarry face transects the Wolstonian sequence. This is the focus for a geological 
interpretation area which includes a recently installed board with a re-imagining of the landscape and 
an explanation of the link between the deposits and the changing climate. The discovery of hand axes 
in the river deposits is linked to the presence of Heidelberg Man. The finds of animal fossil bones in 
the old river bed are linked to the presence of straight-tusked elephants. These are represented by 
two life-size sculptures  constructed from steel tubing and finished with a pale grey weather-proof 
coating—ghostly figures from the past grazing in the grass. 

Bubbenhall Meadow and Wood Nature Reserve
In 2015 Warwickshire Wildlife Trust (WWT) bought Wood Farm quarry (now Bubbenhall Meadow, SP 
375 715) and the adjacent Bubbenhall Wood to add to their inventory of Nature Reserves to form part 
of their Dunsmore Living Landscape project. The development of the two sites is a major undertaking 
for the Trust, and the purchase, costing some £770K, depended on privately raised funds. Grants 
were received from the Heritage Lottery Fund, WREN’s FCC Biodiversity Action Fund and the 
Banister Charitable Trust in addition to WWT’s own fund raising.  Both sites are open to the public 
and are easily accessible from Ryton Pools. The small car park at Bubbenhall Wood is for WWT 
members only. There are no toilet facilities. The Wood is accessed by well-marked and surfaced 
paths, the Meadow by mown paths. Seating is provided in both. There are three interpretation boards 
and a bird hide, the latter overlooking the pools in the Meadow. The WWT provides a programme of 
guided walks and activities for children and adults.

The Trust’s objectives are sharply focussed on the enhancement of the Reserves’ biodiversity 
through increasing ground flora; increasing numbers of bird species, amphibians, invertebrates and 
bats; new tree planting to link Bubbenhall Wood to other woods; and developing a new woodland 
management regime to enhance the ancient woodland’s flora and fauna by opening up the canopy 
and the restoration of coppicing.

In the 30 years since Ryton Pools was reclaimed attitudes to landfill have changed. Only Till from the 
on-site overburden in Wood Farm was used to backfill the quarry, resulting in a shallow basin lower 
than the original land surface, which now contains three ponds. This was the landscape inherited 
by WWT for development as Bubbenhall Meadow. Unlike the land at Wood Farm, the adjacent 
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Above: The restored quarry now called Bubbenhall Meadow.  The trees are 
planted to join up separated woodland areas. © David Gosling

Right: A leaflet for a guided walk around the two sites can be downloaded at 
www.wgcg.co.uk/publications/leaflets. 
© Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group

Bubbenhall Wood (SP 368 718) was not cleared for farming in the 18th century and occupies 
an undisturbed patch of Till. Below the Till a palaeo-river channel is preserved at the base of the 
undisturbed Baginton Sands and the site is a designated, but now inaccessible, geological SSSI.  
Although both sites have been significant in the development and interpretation of the Wolstonian 
cold period, and particularly the sand and gravels of the Bytham River, there is only minimal 
interpretation of the geology for the public

Conclusion
From the same geological and industrial base, two different sets of management objectives have 
produced contrasting environments and landscapes. As a result of these new land uses evidence of 
quarrying is difficult to see on the ground. Furthermore the unconsolidated deposits are notoriously 
difficult to conserve. Explaining the significance of geology to the development of these sites can 
only be achieved by strategically located interpretation boards, trail guide leaflets and a geological 
display in the Ryton Pools Visitor Centre. These have been provided and funded by co-operation 
between the Ryton Pools Rangers and Warwickshire County Council, Warwickshire Wildlife Trust 
and Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group.

Further Reading
 
Radley, J.D., Akers, P., Ellis, B., Fenwick, I., Friend, C.R.L. 2013. The conservation 
of unconsolidated Pleistocene strata: an experiment at Wood Farm Pit, Bubbenhall, 
Warwickshire, UK. Proceedings of the  Geologists’ Association, 124, 653–658.
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Training the Volunteers
Ian Fairchild, Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust, John Nicklin, 
Teme Valley Geological Society, David Gosling, Warwickshire Geological 
Conservation Group

Across the UK, geological conservation groups do a phenomenal amount of voluntary work 
advising Local Authorities on the designation of Local Geological Sites, monitoring their 
condition, carrying out practical conservation tasks and research, and promoting the sites 
with the public.  Although these groups usually have at least a few professional geologists 
to lead the technical aspects of this work, many groups also have a wide membership of 
interested amateur geologists or newcomers keen to learn and help.  Here three groups 
describe how they have been training these invaluable volunteers.

Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust
Over the past year Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust (H&WEHT) has run 
training courses for members of the Trust and associated groups who are interesting in researching 
their local geology and landscapes. A day training course on map and literature resources has run 
several times with a total of 25 participants. We covered the range of map and literature resources 
on the two counties held at the Trust, all of which have been indexed.  Different electronic sources of 
map data were explored.  Examples were taken from local areas that were targeted by local groups 
for their research, including the geology of the Malvern Hills and the topography and river terraces of 
the River Teme.

Encouraged by the popularity of this course, a practical introduction to geographic information 
systems (GIS) was developed by Ian Fairchild (partly based on an introduction developed by Nigel 
Woodcock at Cambridge) and was followed by 17 people split into two groups. The open source 
software QGIS was used which has a range of capabilities comparable to the commercial product 
ArcGIS. QGIS is widely used by charities and small companies whereas ArcGIS is typically used 
by Universities and larger companies.  The material was packaged into three half-day sessions 
with step-by-step instructions, building GIS projects based on local areas. The GIS works by 
layering different types of spatial data including topographic and geological information, historical 
maps, spreadsheets of localities with associated information and LiDAR (airborne laser surveys 
of topographic height). Landscapes imaged by LiDAR reveal astonishing details of geology and 
geomorphology and permit accurate topographic profiles to be drawn. Participants need to follow up 
the sessions with further practice in developing their own projects, but all respondents felt that they 
were now well equipped to do so.

Field work at a richly vegetated pond at Norton Canon, Herefordshire. Photo by Ian Fairchild.

                                                              GEOTRAINING
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Field training for volunteers is being carried out in a National Lottery Heritage Fund grant entitled 
Conserving Herefordshire’s Ice Age Ponds in partnership with the Herefordshire Wildlife Trust and 
the Herefordshire Amphibian and Reptile Team (see formal announcement on p. 5).  The term 
Ice Age Ponds refers to small ponds, mostly representing filled kettle holes in glacial hummocky 
moraine terrain. Such landscapes are typical of western Herefordshire, reflecting relatively fresh 
lowland glaciated landscapes of the last (Devensian) glacial stage. Volunteers engage in a training 
day with the advice of professional geologists and ecologists and make basic descriptions of the 
pond size and geometry, water quality, vegetation and substrate. They are then enabled to carry 
out similar surveys independently.  These surveys are being complemented by more specialist 
studies by experts including topics as varied as pond hydrology, geomorphology and environmental 
DNA sampling.

Teme Valley Geological Society
Since its inception in 2010, Teme Valley Geological Society (TVGS), which is based in Martley, 
Worcestershire,  has run courses annually in the basics of geology for its members.  These have 
usually been taught by Dr Paul Olver, our President, and topics have included fossils, minerals and 
magmas, rock and mineral identification, geohazards and more besides. Each course is followed by a 
field trip. 

TVGS has a well-stocked and well-used library of books and DVDs which members can borrow. 
These are displayed at each of our winter lecture evenings, together with learning materials for 
sale; this enables self-paced learning at home. In the summer months, we run half a dozen well-
attended ‘geo-ambles’ to different close-by locations, helping to introduce the local countryside and 
its geological features to members and friends alike.

A dozen of our members have received formal training in the use of the library and resources of 
the Earth Heritage Trust and also in the use of GIS (see H&WEHT report above).  All of this new 
knowledge is being exploited in an academic project investigating the terraces and hence drainage 
patterns of the River Teme in our area.

Heading further afield, Society members have participated in a couple of Geologists’ Association 
overseas trips, usually of a fortnight’s duration, to Greece and Italy.  Inspired by this, the Society itself 
took members and friends to the SW French Alps in 2019 for a week’s residential visit with a leading 
professor of geology.

Maps and digital resources 
training day at the Earth Heritage 
Trust. Photo by Ian Fairchild
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Finally, one member, formerly in the British 
Geological Survey mapping department, has 
trained a team of eight members over the last 
5 years, in the art and skills of geological field 
mapping.  The aim of this project, completing 
in 2020, is to fill in one of the missing sheets in 
England’s geological survey.  This will be a great 
achievement for these volunteers as well as 
producing an output of public value.

We are also keen to inspire the younger 
generation, so the Society (using its trained 
volunteers) has organised several courses for 
primary school children.  Each course lasts 
four to five weeks, one and a half hours per 
week.  We target the children’s innate interest 
in volcanoes, fossils and dinosaurs and include 
a field trip where they look for fossils to take 
home. Associated with this, a member (a geology 
teacher), assembled twelve boxes of geology 
samples and packs of teaching resources.  TVGS 
introduced these to teachers from eleven local 
primary schools at a half-day training session.

Subsequent to this programme, in 2019, TVGS 
received 20 rock box training aids from the 
Geologists’ Association (GA) and distributed 
these to local outlets. We have also hosted two GA 
GEOLAB days in our village Memorial Hall, both 
well attended by people completely new to geology.

Warwickshire Geological Conservation 
Group
Our group has around ninety members, many of 
them fascinated by geology but without formal 
training.  Beyond enjoying our winter lecture 
series and summer field trip programme, there 
are many opportunities for members to ‘learn 
on the job’ by working alongside experienced 
geologists as part of one of four sub-committees 
delivering our conservation, education, public 
outreach and publications activities.  That said, 
there is no substitute for some formal training in 
the basics of geology.  To meet this need, our 
education committee organises full day sessions 
covering topics such as mineralogy, field and 
hand specimen identification, fossils, igneous 
rocks, and most recently, geological maps.  The 
following is the perspective of a student on the 
most recent course. 

A summer ‘geo-amble’ introducing Teme Valley 
Geological Society members and friends to the local 
geology. 

Members take to the classroom as TVGS hosts a 
GEOLAB session with the Geologists’ Association.

TVGS members share their knowledge and 
enthusiasm with local school children. 

Photos on this page by John Nicklin
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Many of us can still read road and Ordnance Survey maps as we go about our travels on the surface 
of our planet, but interpreting geological maps is much more difficult. The online BGS maps are a 
good example and can be quite challenging with their multiple options of ‘Superficial’, ‘Bedrock’, or a 
blend of both, with the further option of showing our human infrastructure on top. With this in mind, I 
jumped at the opportunity to register to attend Norman Dutton`s workshop ‘Understanding Geological 
Maps’. This, I thought, would be an informative and relaxing way to spend a February Saturday 
morning. A few weeks later some doubts crept in when I received an email asking me to bring to 
the workshop: pencils, an eraser, a ruler and a protractor. A protractor! This was beginning to sound 
serious. Then I remembered I had a collection of pre-Digitalocene epoch artefacts – including a slide 
rule, set square, and compasses. The protractor was there too. 

We were fortunate to have the day led by Norman, whose experience and resources as a geology 
teacher and Chief Examiner underpinned the activities which followed. He began the day reviewing 
the various geological maps available in books, folded, sheet form, and online. The review of the 
maps was followed by a detailed ‘What to look for’ session covering the surface appearance of eight 
geological structures, and their likely sub-surface form. Norman covered horizontal, dipping, folded 
and faulted strata, unconformities, igneous rocks and glacial deposits.
 
Now it was time to put our pencils, rulers, erasers and protractors to good use, and engage our 
brains. The practical work began with the first of eight increasingly complex exercises based on 
mainly fictitious geological maps, from which we had to develop the vertical section from a line X-Y on 
the map. We set to work and projected the positions and angles of the strata down from the surface 
map to develop the vertical section. A fairly high degree of success was clearly achieved around the 
room with the first map. Then the sections became harder and we worked at our own pace, but we 
had reached a GCSE standard in a couple of hours! 

After the lunch break, we began to work through the more challenging exercises based on establishing 
the successions and geological histories of the areas shown on a variety of maps. Norman likened 
the understanding of stratigraphy to a Mary Berry Bakewell tart, with its base layer of pastry followed 
by jam, sponge and icing and the cutting of a slice post-dating its formation! Again, reasonable 
success was achieved with the first map, which introduced igneous rocks, a fault and varying angles 
of dip. Progressing through the exercises, further complexities such as multiple faults, anticlines, and 
synclines were included resulting in a falling success rate! Norman did at this point make us feel much 
better by saying we had in four hours worked through a full year’s work to tackle the map set for the 
1971 GCE A’ Level Practical Geology examination. The workshop ended with some very tired brains 
but we all agreed we had gained a thoroughly fascinating insight to geological mapping.

Getting to grips with 
geological maps at a training 
day run by Warwickshire 
Geological Conservation 
Group. Photo by David 
Gosling
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The Jurassic Coast Collection
Chris Reedman & Sam Scriven, Jurassic Coast Trust

The Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site is one of the world’s most famous fossil sites and 
is visited by millions of people each year. Historically a key locality for the development 
of palaeontology, the eroding coastline continues to provide new discoveries and to offer 
inspiration to future generations of Earth, ocean and climate scientists. The geology of the 
Dorset and East Devon Coast provides an unparalleled opportunity to traverse the Mesozoic 
era. The exceptional fossil fauna and flora, which include vertebrates, invertebrates, plants 
and microfossils, ensures the Site’s continued recognition and representation among globally 
significant fossil assemblages, with many discoveries new to science

Whilst the importance of the Site’s palaeontology is well established in published scientific literature, 
demonstrating its role within World Heritage presents certain challenges. More could be done to 
improve access to important fossils from the Jurassic Coast and to emphasise their unique role in 
the story of the World Heritage Site. Of the specimens that fully illustrate the World Heritage Status 
of this coastline some are stored or displayed locally, however, many are to be found in national and 
international museums. In addition, there are spectacular and important specimens held in private 
collections, which have an unquestionable, albeit unrealised, potential to inspire, given a suitable 
approach to research and public engagement.  

In October 2019 the Jurassic Coast Trust launched the Jurassic Coast Collection Project. This 
ambitious piece of work aims to identify a globally important collection of fossils which explicitly 
demonstrates the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site. 
Access will be provided to the collection, where possible, through a digital platform and special 
exhibitions, so that the public will be able to engage with the story of the Jurassic Coast as told by its 
fossils and better appreciate the global reach of this most famous of fossil sites. 

A large brittle star fossil 
(Palaeocoma egertoni) 
found at Eype, Dorset. 
The delicate arms were 
carefully revealed from 
the rock using hand 
tools to conserve an 
exceptional level of detail. 
Scale = 5 cm. © David 
Sole
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The raw data compiled during the creation of the Jurassic Coast Collection will provide a new and 
important evidence base to energise research and scientific study along the World Heritage Site. 
It will help identify priority areas for specimen acquisition, promote further investment and support 
for new and existing facilities that expand the collective capacity to conserve and curate the Site’s 
incredible fossil heritage. The Collection will also encourage public interest in and recognition of an 
excellent network of local museums and visitor centres.  

The aims of the Jurassic Coast Collection can be summarised as follows: 

• To demonstrate the Outstanding Universal Value of the Jurassic Coast’s palaeontology through its 
dispersed fossil collections.  

• To manage access to important fossils through a coordinated effort between the Jurassic Coast 
Trust and key stakeholders: museums, collectors, academics and other scientific institutions. 

• To help address potential palaeontological conservation, curation and display needs along the 
World Heritage Site

• To identify opportunities to improve the scientific/engagement value of all specimens 
• To encourage engagement with specimens currently held in private collections 

Defining the Outstanding Universal Value of the Jurassic Coast’s palaeontology 
For inclusion in the Jurassic Coast Collection, specimens should demonstrate a clear contribution to 
the Site’s OUV. The Jurassic Coast Trust anticipates that specimens will fall into one or more of three 
categories which will be adapted if necessary, as our understanding of fossils and fossil collections 
from the Site increases.

Key Scientifically Important Fossils  
This category particularly concerns new species or specimens likely to represent new species. 
However, it may also include exceptionally rare fossils such as dinosaurs, complete insects, 
recognisable plant material and any other evidence of exceptional or Lagerstätten preservation 
such as soft tissues. 

A three-dimensional 
ichthyosaur skull expertly 
prepared by David Costin 
from Lyme Regis, Dorset. 
The early Jurassic 
mudrocks around Lyme 
Regis are famed for the 
quality and diversity of 
early marine reptiles that 
they yield - numerous 
species are unique to 
this stretch of the World 
Heritage Site. Scale = 10 
cm. 
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Scientifically Important Fossils  
This group will reflect the diverse geological and palaeontological significance of the World 
Heritage Site. It will include those collections or specimens with significant potential to further 
scientific understanding of the Jurassic Coast including stratigraphically constrained collections, 
scientific samples or databases. Fossils from comparable inland locations which provide additional 
context to specimens from the World Heritage Site will also be considered.  

Culturally Important Fossils  
Fossils from the Jurassic Coast have a huge potential to promote interest in and engagement with 
the World Heritage Site. This category includes those fossils with significant visual or emotional 
impact which, though not scientifically important, should be recognised for their ability to inspire 
and engage with the local community and wider public audience. This could also include cultural 
and historical items associated with fossils such as key texts or historical artefacts.

In this, the initial stages of the project, our main focus is on the fossiliferous strata recognised in the 
Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site Nomination Document. This collection of sites 
contains the most classic and well-known palaeontological features of the Jurassic Coast including 
Triassic Vertebrates, the Lower Lias, Oxford Clay Reptiles and the Purbeck Group Fossil Forest 
among their number. This will be expanded, in due course, to include the full breadth of Mesozoic 
palaeontology exposed on the Jurassic Coast.

What has happened so far?
The first few months of the project have been really exciting for the Jurassic Coast Collection. 
Assessment and registration structures have been developed and every day we have been 
registering new fossils, shared with us from both public museums and private collections. 
One of the most exciting inclusions has been an exceptionally diverse and well-preserved fossil 
insect collection, from the early Jurassic around Lyme Regis, owned and curated by James Carroll. 
James started collecting fossil insects around 10 years ago and owes his interest in these peculiar, 
often difficult to spot, fossils to their remarkable individuality. Research into James’ fossil insect 
collection is ongoing and many of his discoveries are likely to be new to science. James’ collection 

An exceptionally well-
preserved cricket from 
the early Jurassic, one 
of 380 fossil insects 
registered for the 
Jurassic Coast Collection 
so far. Together they 
provide an amazing 
insight into the diversity, 
abundance and evolution 
of these animals over the 
last 190 million years. 
Some, like this cricket, 
have barely changed 
at all! Copyright James 
Carroll
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is significant because it provides a rare glimpse into the lives of these creatures and the evolution of 
insects over 190 million years. Remarkably, many of them remain relatively unchanged and are easily 
recognised by a likeness to their modern descendants. Whilst James’ collection includes complete 
grasshoppers, wings with intricate colour spots and patterns and entire swarms of insects, his 
personal favourite is a tiny fly fossil with perfect preservation of the 3D compound eye. 
Over the next 6 months, registration of important fossils from the Jurassic Coast will continue, with 
particular importance placed on local museum collections (albeit with some new challenges in light 
of COVID-19). Although the project is still in its infancy, the momentum gathered thus far is incredibly 
promising.

What’s next for the Jurassic Coast Collection?
A mutual desire, among all stakeholder groups, is to share the palaeontology of the Jurassic Coast 
with a wider public audience. 2021 provides an exciting opportunity to do just that as it is the 20 
year anniversary of the Jurassic Coast’s inscription as a World Heritage Site. The aspiration of the 
Jurassic Coast Trust is to use the Jurassic Coast Collection to catalyse an ambitious coast-wide 
exhibition celebrating the palaeontology of the Site and, perhaps, even tour elements of the exhibition 
nationally. 

In the longer term, the Jurassic Coast Trust aim to commit to the project as an ongoing area of work. 
The scope is global and the opportunity vast. There are certainly key issues that we want to explore 
as a priority, such as specimen acquisition, and whether there is a case for the long hoped for, new 
facility dedicated to Jurassic Coast fossils.  Outreach and engagement will be an ongoing pursuit, and 
a digital platform for the Jurassic Coast Collection is already something being carefully considered. 
Through it all runs the need to deliver this project in partnership with others – collectors, museums, 
researchers, funders and the communities along the Jurassic Coast. Much of the time spent on 
the project so far has been invested in building those relationships, and that is something that will 
continue, we hope, for years to come. World Heritage has always been about people as much as it is 
about fossils… oh, but what spectacular fossils! They are the driver for our ambitions and whilst there 
is so very much to do, we are extremely excited to have made a start. 

A complete Heteropteran bug which is so well 
preserved that we can make out the abdomen, wings 
and even the head. Complete bugs can tell us a lot 
about the life and evolution of these fragile creatures. 
Copyright James Carroll

A rare example of paired insect wings from the Green 
Ammonite Beds, Charmouth. The preservation of this 
fossil is so good that the vein patterns are preserved 
on the delicate membrane. Ancestors of this group 
of flies are still alive today and have changed very 
little over the last 190 million years. Copyright James 
Carroll
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GeoEd – fossil replicas with a new website
Will Watts, GeoED

Some may be familiar with GeoEd.  It is a fossil replica business with a long history and a 
number of guises.  It was established by Stuart Baldwin in the 1970s and operated from his 
famous Fossil Hall.  Many readers, however, may have first experienced the material as Open 
University students when the business was run by Dee Edwards and Dave Williams as part of 
the OU and then as a separate business from the 1990s. Two years ago the business had its 
latest change of owner and location, moving from Cornwall to Yorkshire when I took over from 
Dee and Dave.

Fossil replicas have a number of applications and benefits.  It is a process that can be traced back 
to the mid-19th century when Henry Ward published an 1866 catalogue of fossil casts from the 
museums of Europe and America—the main purpose was to provide rare samples for studying 
palaeontology.   In the last couple of decades mould and replica casts of outcrops, particularly trace 
fossils, have helped conserve and replicate sensitive field localities as well as providing displays 
for museums and casts used to further research.  It is, however, the learning, teaching and simply 
making available replicas of fossils which are otherwise difficult to find or access that remains very 
much the purpose of GeoEd today.

The core of the business is a collection of over 1500 fossil latex or silicon rubber moulds made 
over several decades from around the UK and the rest of the world including museum, university 

Archaeopteryx 
lithographica, Jurassic 
Solnhofen Limestone.

All photos by 
Photography/GeoEd Ltd
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and private collections—it is a truly unique 
geodiversity resource and probably the single 
largest range of fossil replicas in the world. The 
plaster of Paris replicas have been available for 
sale to institutions and the public, but it is fair 
to say that most of our customers come from a 
small but dedicated following. Some replicas are 
also sold wholesale to educational suppliers and 
retailers. 

As part of the development of the business we 
wanted to do a number of things. Key to all of 
them was the development of a new website, 
to make the range more accessible to existing 
and new customers.  Through a Geologists’ 
Association Curry Fund loan we have been able 
to realise the website ambition.  Each replica has 
been re-photographed and manually transferred 
to the new website, which now has 1,700 
products available and which went live in April 
2020.

We have grouped the replicas into various 
collections that we think will help our varied 
customer base find what they want (and maybe 
a few things they did not know they wanted!). 
The replicas are grouped taxonomically and 
stratigraphically, however, we are looking 
at ways that we can develop this further 
especially around groups of replicas that link 
to geographical locations and groups that link 
directly to educational needs.  Our replicas 
have a long and proud history of use in schools, 
university and museum teaching settings and 
we really want to build on this, we are looking 
at creating new selections of replicas, with 
supporting resources to fit all levels of the 
educational curriculum from Key Stage 1 to 
Key Stage 4 as well as refreshing the sets that 
already exist for further and higher education. 

The new website is work in progress but we 
hope that we have made it more visible and 
accessible to existing and new customers. We 
would welcome feedback on the website and in 
particular any suggestions of needs that you may 
have for your own work.  How can we help you 
with existing or new replicas?  Please do visit the 
website when you have a spare five minutes.

Diversity of Life educational set

Tyranosaurus and pliosaur tooth wholesale stock.

Further Reading
 
GeoEd - www.geoed.co.uk 

Geologists’ Association Curry Fund
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/curry

Williams, A. & Edwards, D., 2013.  Moulding 
and cast replication of outcrops: a tool 
in geoconservation.  Proceedings of the 
Geologists’ Association, 124, 648-652.
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From fins to feet: the return of the ‘Elgin Crawler’
Dr Alison Wright, Elgin Museum Geology Group

To mark Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Waters, Elgin Museum is 
mounting an exciting new exhibition which brings together fossils 
that explain how fins became feet 375 million years ago.  This will be 
the first time that these early tetrapod fossils have been displayed 
and heralds the return of Elginerpeton, ‘the crawler from Elgin’, to 
its home town.  The Museum is currently closed due to the ongoing 
coronavirus outbreak, but the exhibition, At the Water’s Edge will 
open for the 2020 season as soon as it is practicable to allow public 
access to the collections.

The Elginerpeton story begins in 1826 with the discovery of a fossil locality a few kilometres south of 
Elgin. John Martin, a local man who subsequently became the first curator of Elgin Museum, found 
pieces of bone, teeth, and scales in crumbling pebbly sandstones at Scaat Craig.  The discovery 
generated a huge amount of interest; it was clear that the scales belonged to extinct fishes and 
these were thus the first reported finds of Old Red Sandstone fishes in the Moray Firth area.  Hugh 
Miller had yet to begin his exploration of the Cromarty fish fauna and material from Scaat Craig was 
collected with enthusiasm by both professional and amateur geologists alike.  Some of the fossils 
are among the earliest donations to Elgin Museum, which opened in 1843, but much of the material 
was dispersed far and wide.  By 1840, the site was largely forgotten as other localities yielding more 
complete fishes were discovered.

A fossil fragment of mandible (lower jaw) of Elginerpeton pancheni, ‘the crawler from Elgin’ (GSM89174 ©BGS).   
This fossil evidence indicates that Elginerpeton would have narrow elongated jaws with numerous teeth. © BGS
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This brief period of activity could have been the end of the story, were it not for the efforts of Swedish 
academic Per Ahlberg, some 150 years later.  Per had studied early tetrapods at the University of 
Cambridge under the supervision of the late Jenny Clack, an evolutionary biologist who spent her 
career studying how life first moved out of the water and on to land.  They had discovered tetrapod 
remains in similar age rocks in Greenland, and Per undertook a review of Devonian fish collections 
elsewhere.  Starting at the University of Oxford where he was then working, Per recognised that 
many of the so-called fish fossils had been misidentified and that they were indeed tetrapod bones.  
In 1991 he published his initial findings in the prestigious scientific journal, Nature, followed by a 
further paper in 1995 in which he named the tetrapod that he had discovered Elginerpeton pancheni 
– the crawler from Elgin.  

Elginerpeton is the earliest tetrapod in the world that can be reasonably reconstructed from fossil 
evidence.  The shoulder girdle shows that the animal could support its weight on its front limbs but 
the twisted form of the femur indicates that the hind limbs were used as paddles rather than as feet.  
This would have made walking impossible, hence its designation as the crawler from Elgin.  The 
animal had an elongated jaw, with numerous small teeth, that it could snap in order to catch fast-
moving prey.  The number and size of the fossils found at Scaat Craig, show that individuals could 
reach up to 1.5 metres in length, making it a top predator in the Devonian ‘fish-eat-fish’ environment.  

Per Ahlberg’s 1993 interpretation of what Elginerpeton pancheni might have looked like. Shown here swimming 
in shallow water where it is thought it would have been a top predator preying upon a diverse fish fauna. © Per 
Ahlberg
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By the Mid-Late Devonian (390–360 million years ago), many fish species had evolved lungs to 
allow them to breathe air to supplement the amount of oxygen obtained from the gills. River waters 
were becoming increasingly nutrient rich as decaying organic matter from early terrestrial plants 
was washed into the water courses. The ability to push their body weight off the sediment surface 
using their front fins gave these animals the added ability to gulp air, further increasing the amount 
of oxygen available to them.  At this time, Scotland lay on the southern edge of a large continent 
(Laurussia) in the predominantly arid zone ~20˚ S of the Equator.  The Devonian rocks show that 
the climate was sufficiently wet to feed large rivers, some of which may have been ephemeral.  The 
fossils at Scaat Craig are water worn and have thus been transported some distance before being 
deposited together in the channel bed.

Despite being named for Elgin, none of the Scaat Craig material held by the Museum is of 
Elginerpeton.  The exhibition, which has been made possible by a grant from the Weston Loan 
Programme with Art Fund, brings together fossils from National Museums Scotland, the British 
Geological Survey and Oxford University Museum of Natural History. This is therefore the first time 
that these fragments will have been brought together since they were washed into the large inland 
river that crossed the area 375 million years ago!  There is more information about the exhibition at: 
https://elginmuseum.org.uk/atwe2020.  

Additional material from Scaat Craig will be shown as part of a display highlighting the work of John 
Martin, who also created the first geological map of Moray in 1837 (The Geology of Moray and 
Nairnshires).  This map appeared as Plate 1 in William Patrick Duff’s 1842 book A Sketch of the 
Geology of Moray, further evidence of the scientific endeavours surrounding the founders of Elgin 
Museum, which opened in 1843.  Expert palaeontologist Bob Davidson MBE has generously loaned 
material from his private collection for both the exhibition and the Martin display; The Moray Society, 
who run and administer the Museum, are grateful for his continuing support.

To coincide with the planned official launch of the exhibition, Per Ahlberg (now a Professor at the 
University of Uppsala), was to give a free talk at Elgin Museum about Elginerpeton pancheni and 
tetrapod evolution; it is hoped that this can be rescheduled and details will be posted at https://
elginmuseum.org.uk as soon as this can be arranged.

Inspired by the idea of fossil fragments lying unrecognised in drawers, Elgin Museum also planned 
to host a Fossil Finders’ weekend in April.  Again, it is planned to reschedule the drop-in session 
which will allow visitors to have their fossil finds identified by palaeontologists from National Museums 
Scotland and the University of Glasgow and also the bookable excursion along part of the Moray 
Coastal Trail.  The latter will include a visit (with the palaeontologists) to see Permian footprints 
at Clashach Quarry.  Again, information and booking details will be given on the Museum website 
(https://elginmuseum.org.uk/events-calendar/) when the new dates are agreed.
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GeoExplore app
Mike Brooks, Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust

Earth Heritage Issue 50 introduced the Deep Time project and the Voyages in Deep Time app. 
This article features the GeoExplore app, another product of the project. Whereas Voyager 
was aimed at 11–15-year olds and tourists, GeoExplore sets its sights on A-Level students or 
adults with some geological knowledge.

GeoExplore provides a ‘toolbox’ to assist in fieldwork, combining compass-clinometer, camera, audio 
and written note taking and a sedimentary log tool. Every piece of data is geotagged and the data 
may be shared via email for post-field work.

Field trips can be published in GeoExplore with student guidance and tasks provided for each 
site. Where a site consists of a number of close-spaced features, for example, a section of quarry 
face, the app allows for sub-sites to be shown on a photo/diagram of the exposure. Customised 
glossaries, stratigraphic columns, overlay maps and charts may be added to a field trip. Field trips 
are downloaded into GeoExplore on demand by a user.

Screens from the GeoExplore app:  the toolbox 
menu, the compass-clinometer tool and a site 
data page. All images by Mike Brooks.
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Any user can define their own field trip 
and assign sites as they explore in the 
field. Google or Apple maps allow for field 
work anywhere in the world.

In mapping work, site markers can 
be assigned a colour to represent a 
defined lithology and a strike/dip pointer 
will appear for a site when a strike/dip 
measurement is made there. Touching a 
site marker provides the option to read 
the site’s information/tasks, or review data 
gathered for the site.  Sites may also be 
selected from a menu list, to which sites 
are added as the user creates them.

Each site can have an associated 
sedimentary log, in which the user 
customises the scale and assigns beds 
and features. Photos and audio or text 
notes can be added to each bed as it 
is examined in the field and all notes or 
readings are georeferenced.

GeoExplore is also a ‘publishing platform’ 
for field trips. Anyone can take their field 
trip teaching materials and publish them 
via the app for use by students. For a 
full step by step guide to how to publish 
a field trip in GeoExplore visit: https://
deeptime.voyage/fieldtrip-template/

GeoExplore is a free-to-install app, 
available for Apple and Android phones 
and tablets. Search GeoExplore on the 
App Store or the Play Store.

For further information about GeoExplore, 
available field trips, the Voyages in Deep 
Time app or the Deep Time project visit: 
https://deeptime.voyage

Screens from the GeoExplore app:  the main menu, a field trip 
map and a sedimentary log.

GeoExplore screens from a field trip: an aerial image 
location, a defined rock type list and a data export 
screen.
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Geosites Data for Planners in Norfolk
Tim Holt-Wilson, Norfolk Geodiversity Partnership

The publication of geospatial data is unlikely to make anyone’s heart beat faster, but when it 
rounds off a ten-year geoconservation campaign it may be worth a little flag-waving. 

Norfolk has a fascinating range of Earth heritage sites, ranging in time from the Jurassic to the 
Holocene, and among them a variety of relict and active geomorphological features. It is particularly 
significant for research into the Chalk and the Quaternary; many Pleistocene stage names are 
derived from places in the county, and it has a higher than regional average representation in the 
Geological Conservation Review (GCR) of sites in the Quaternary of East Anglia GCR Block. Over 
400 sites in Norfolk have been identified as worth conserving in some way. A measure of protection 
is afforded by SSSI designation, there are 39 geological SSSIs in Norfolk (about a quarter of the 
county’s total), and by a non-statutory County Geodiversity Sites (CGS) designation. The Norfolk 
Geodiversity Partnership (NGP) is the local organisation responsible for designating CGS, to 
complement the County Wildlife Sites (CWS) network managed by the Norfolk Wildlife Trust. At the 
moment there are only seven CGS compared to 1353 CWS. This disparity reflects the historical lack 
of resources and funding devoted to conserving Earth heritage. 

Since 2008 the NGP has been carrying out an audit which has identified 397 candidate CGS (cCGS) 
in the county. A backup copy of this information is kept in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format at 
Norfolk Biodiversity Information Service (NBIS), the local environmental record centre. NBIS holds 
information about species and Local Sites and routinely circulates it to a range of organisations, 
including county and local planning authorities and ecological consultants. Information about CGS 
has routinely been included in this mailout but not the cCGS, because it has not been available in a 
geospatial format compatible with Geographical Information Systems (GIS). 

NBIS has played a creative partnership role in the NGP since as far back as 2008. In 2013 we began 
work to develop a geological customisation of ‘SecondSite’ (S2), an online Local Sites management 
programme being developed for use by Local Environmental Record Centres (LERCs) in the UK. 
The aim was to provide an online repository for the county’s environmental records, including a public 
interface. However, by 2017 it had become clear that S2 was not going to happen, so our Norfolk 
initiative could not proceed. Undeterred, we decided on a fresh project to transfer our cCGS data into 
GIS format. Data security would be provided by the county’s computer network. This work is now 
complete, thanks to grant funding from the Quaternary Research Association and the Curry Fund of 
the Geologists’ Association. The process involved laboriously drawing site boundary polygons onto 
a map layer in the MapInfo programme. We had to make sure that each polygon was associated 
with valid supporting information exported from Microsoft Excel, and this meant rearranging our data 
fields to make them compatible with the biological records structure (though without compromising 
the integrity of our data); this is easy in Microsoft Excel. In some cases ground-truthing fieldwork was 
necessary to check site boundaries. The resultant MapInfo layer can be exported into QuantumGIS, 
a freeware GIS programme for use at home. The project has clocked up over 130 hours’ work. We 
think that the effort is well worthwhile if it raises the profile of Earth heritage in the planning system 
and provides a safe repository for our data. 

Thus, as of 2019, NBIS can distribute spatial and textual information about all geosites. Local 
authority planners and others have already begun making use of this resource. For example, the 
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Example of a GIS map in QGIS showing polygon 
example and accompanying data excerpt. Image by 
Sam Neal

NGP was recently approached by a mineral 
planning consultancy to comment on restoration 
plans for Burgh Castle Quarry (aka the Welcome 
Pit), near Great Yarmouth. The site is a regionally 
important exposure of Pleistocene glacial 
deposits of the Happisburgh Formation (with 
members including the Corton Sands, Leet Hill 
Sands & Gravels and Corton Till) and Lowestoft 
Formation (the Lowestoft Till Member). It has a 
long history of research going back to the 1960s. 
The NGP has been able to take part in the 
Mineral and Waste planning process to discuss 
how best to provide geoconservation exposures 
and access for future research.

Of course, the inclusion of a site in the database 
in no way guarantees that a site will be protected 
from adverse development. Landowners are free 
to backfill holes in the ground as they see fit, 
provided that inert materials are used. However, 
a planning officer can now more readily take 
geoconservation factors into account when an 
application comes across their desk. If they refer 
the case to the NGP for comment it gives us an 
opportunity to make representations. 

We hope this kind of project can be adopted 
at other LERCs in the UK, as long as geosites 
information can be arranged in a compatible data 
structure, the site boundaries are known and the 
centres are willing to hold geodiversity data. 

As Tom Hunt (co-ordinator for the Association 
of LERCs) recently put it (pers comm), “The ‘E’ 
in LERC stands for ‘Environmental’, largely to 
respect the fact that LERCs can be custodians of 
geological data as much as of biodiversity data. I 
would say that there is absolutely no reason why 
this work couldn’t be replicated in every county 
in England and Wales. In Scotland, there isn’t 
complete LERC coverage, so other organisations 
would have to be found”. 

Tom adds a comment on data structure, 
“Individual sites partnerships can specify how 
they store data and what terms they use etc.  
[It means] there is flexibility enough to suit 
local circumstances.  However, when data 
are combined for national use ...  I think the 
answer will not necessarily be to ensure that 

Example of map in QGIS showing all CGS and 
candidate CGS in Norfolk (above) and Norwich 
(below). Images by Tim Holt-Wilson
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Further Information

Further information and excerpts from the database can be viewed on the NGP website at 
https://sites.google.com/site/norfolkgeodiversity/home/norfolk-geodiversity-sites Readers can 
email us via timholtwilson@myphone.coop

Norfolk Biodiversity Information Service - http://www.nbis.org.uk/CGS  [accessed April 2020]

QuantumGIS https://qgis.org/en/site/ [accessed April 2020]

the same data structure is enforced everywhere, but rather to ensure that data can be outputted in a 
standardised way when needed”.

In principle our Norfolk project could be replicated to the advantage of local environmental recording 
all over the UK.

Burgh Castle Quarry (Norfolk geosite SNF14), showing the Corton Sand Member, Happisburgh Formation. Photo 
by Tim Holt-Wilson
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Maintaining the amateur fossil collector tradition
Gary Hoare, amateur palaeontologist and researcher

I was compelled to write an item for Earth Heritage following my reading “Trearne Quarry: A 
case study in quarry SSSI” by Colin MacFadyen in EH 51.  I would like to share a personal 
account of the role that special site has had in my making a contribution to palaeontological 
science in the amateur collector tradition.

Trearne Quarry SSSI has been my local fossil collecting locality and a focus of my research interest 
for many years.  Fortunately I have had a good working relationship with the site owners that has 
been key to my collecting and research work.  This relationship has extended to me being alerted to 
excavation of new quarry faces in order that I could look through fossiliferous rock before its removal 
to the crusher! Being an amateur collector means that I am generally not constrained by schedules 
and diverting duties which therefore allows me to examine and take a more relaxed and leisurely 
approach to searching through the slopes of quarry spoil for fascinating fossil remains.  I have 
actually spent all day working in areas of a few square metres carefully sifting through the fossil–
bearing rock!

Of all the aspects of Trearne’s fossil fauna I became especially interested in the fossil remains of 
crinoids.  Before my collecting and research work the literature on Trearne palaeontology records 
the presence of two species of crinoid. However my work has now established that there are up to 
10 different species present.  I have worked collaboratively with Professor Steve Donovan of Leiden 
University in the Netherlands on these, publishing a paper recently on the parasites that infested 
these ancient sea lilies.  In the pipeline is a paper documenting the crinoid species I have found that 
are new to the quarry.  

One of the areas of 
high conservation 
interest at Trearne 
Quarry SSSI.  This face 
will not be affected by 
ongoing restoration 
work that is partially 
infilling the quarry 
voids.  Management 
may be required in the 
years ahead to minimise 
the encroachment of 
vegetation to ensure 
visibility and access 
for future research and 
educational purposes. 
Photo by Scottish Natural 
Heritage.
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TREARNE QUARRY SSSI                                                             
In undertaking my research I owe a great deal of 
thanks to Neil Clark at the Hunterian in Glasgow 
who has facilitated access to the collections, 
helping my ongoing palaeontological education.  
Another key figure in my development as a fossil 
collector and palaeontological researcher was the 
famous fossil hunter Stan Wood.  I began fossil 
collecting at around 6 years old when I discovered 
a piece of fossil tree root in the garden. A contact 
of my father kindly arranged for me to visit Stan at 
his workshop in Livingston, in West Lothian.  I will 
never forget the enthusiasm and encouragement 
Stan gave me especially over such a small find. 
We spent hours in Stan’s workshop being shown 
fossils and various reconstructions of these 
creatures and from that moment I was hooked on 
fossils.  I am pleased to say we kept in touch up to 
his death in 2012.

My main research interest for a number of years 
has been the fauna of the Blackhall Limestones 
formerly known as the Dockra Limestone exposed 
at Trearne.  When the largely restorative phase 
of development began at Trearne, involving 
partial infill of the various quarry voids, I was most 
concerned that I would lose my collecting ground 
and source of material for my research. However, 
fortunately ongoing development and restoration 

work led to new sections constantly appearing.  I was particularly fortunate to find another area where 
the jellyfish horizon, for which the site is of international significance, was temporarily exposed, from 
which I was able to collect many fantastic specimens of these incredibly rare fossils.  Another short-
lived section revealed some eurypterid remains which had never before been documented at the 
locality.  Lamentably much of the spoil and scree has been removed from the site but Scottish Natural 
Heritage have, through negotiation, ensured that the key areas of the quarry site that are of the 
highest conservation value are still available for study and responsible fossil collecting. 

Looking forward there is the issue of natural regeneration at Trearne which is of concern to me.   In 
time if the key sections and remaining spoil are not carefully managed they could become overgrown 
by vegetation. Hopefully, through SSSI condition monitoring and a degree of voluntary effort the site 
will be kept clear and will not lose its features of interest.  Hopefully I can do my bit and work with 
others including Scottish Natural Heritage to help maintain the quarry as an educational resource, as 
well as continuing to study the fossil fauna from there.  Further afield I am hoping to keep collecting 
and researching fossils, developing working relations with academics and Scottish Natural Heritage 
to study stratigraphically older sequences including well known but neglected localities.  Following 
the ethos of the Scottish Fossil Code, in similarity with other amateur research collectors, I hope to 
continue to play a vital role in the science of palaeontology and I like to think that my studies embody 
the centuries-old amateur collector tradition.  I look forward to finding and reporting fossil finds and 
perhaps in turn inspire and enthuse a new generation of collectors the way Stan Wood did for me. 

The author prepares jellyfish specimens from Trearne 
Quarry SSSI.  This work will be of value in the research 
of these rare soft-bodied organisms. Photo by Gary 
Hoare.
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A demonstration from the Cairngorms of how 
geodiversity matters for biodiversity
Dr Joseph J. Bailey, York St John University, UK

As a biogeographer and ecologist I am interested in how abiotic factors, especially 
geodiversity, relate to and affect patterns of life. Geodiversity is not only fascinating in 
itself, but ongoing research is continuing to demonstrate its usefulness in understanding 
life on Earth. We do not yet have all the answers! However, my recent work on plant life in 
the Cairngorms National Park continues to provide insights into important geodiversity-
biodiversity linkages which in turn have significance for geodiversity conservation.

Think of your favourite species: an animal, insect, plant; anything. Now, consider for a moment its 
distribution and why that might be: what do individuals of your chosen species need to survive and 
reproduce?  The distribution of that species is affected by a huge number of factors. Some of these 
may be for example evolutionary that can be traced back thousands or even millions of years and 
be associated with factors such as glaciation events. Meanwhile, other important factors relate 
to present abiotic conditions, such as climate, microclimate and geodiversity, and to other biotic 
conditions such as competition and disease, as well as the ability of that species to move around and 
establish itself where suitable conditions exist.

A harebell (Campanula 
rotundifolia) on a 
hillslope near Malham 
Tarn, Yorkshire Dales, 
September 2016. These 
plants prefer dry, open 
slopes, which are readily 
provided in the Yorkshire 
Dales with its limestone 
geology.  Photo by 
Joseph Bailey.
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Geodiversity is an important abiotic factor. It defines physical features and processes relating to the 
land surface and subsurface; aspects of non-living nature that we can go outside and point at, climb 
on, hike up, photograph, and stare at in amazement. Things like landforms and geomorphological 
processes, surface and sub-surface geology, hydrological features such as streams, lakes, and 
springs.  What is the connection, though? Why should geodiversity matter for biodiversity? Where in 
the world, and for which species does it matter most?

The relationship between living and non-living nature—biodiversity and geodiversity—has been 
formally acknowledged for some time. In fact, my colleagues and I wrote a piece about Alexander 
von Humboldt’s (1769–1859) contributions as part of a special issue for his 250th birthday last year 
(see item 1 in further information). There has been a recent renewed interest, though, as our ability to 
measure the Earth and collect data like never before continues to grow.

The theory behind such relationships is that geodiverse environments with lots of landforms, 
streams, and rock types, for example, provide a much wider range of environmental conditions than 
geohomogeneous places; somewhere that might be very flat and underlain by a single rock type. A 
diverse set of environments can often support more species, each of which requires slightly different 
conditions to survive.

Landforms such as ridges, slopes, mountain hollows, and so on, provide microclimates, offering 
shelter from the cold, windy conditions of the regional climate. Areas where geomorphological 
processes are active such as scree slopes and where erosion is occurring are often quite dynamic 
and disturb the land, which some species thrive upon and within. Meanwhile, rivers connect the 
landscape, helping organisms move around; lakes provide water storage; different geologies provide 
a range of soils, each with unique minerals and nutrients and different textures for the plants and 

Loch Eanaich (looking 
roughly south-east), 
Cairngorms National 
Park, June 2014. Note 
especially the snow 
patches in the hollows 
and on the north-facing 
slopes. These areas will 
remain wetter and cooler 
as other areas dry out 
and warm up, creating 
perfect conditions for 
certain plants. Photo by 
Joseph Bailey.
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animals on top. These are just a few of the reasons why geodiversity should matter for biodiversity 
and the survival of individual species.

We have begun to find evidence for some of these relationships by using real-world datasets on 
biodiversity and geodiversity. Our paper on the plants of the Cairngorms followed on from a study 
across the whole of Great Britain (see item 2 in further information). We used plant data, kindly 
provided by the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI), and, with thanks to the British 
Geological Survey, a range of geodiversity data relating to geology. In addition, landform data was 
calculated using mapping software and hydrology data was secured thanks to the Ordnance Survey.

We counted the number of plant species in each location and related these species richness patterns 
to geodiversity, along with other data that included climate, elevation, and human population. 
We repeated this process many times to look at the links at the landscape scale, roughly 15-mile 
diameter circle, and at several larger scales. The relationship between geodiversity and biodiversity 
was strongest at the landscape scale, and slightly more so for native compared to alien species.

We then developed the Cairngorms study (see item 3 in further information). With some confidence 
that there was a relationship at the landscape scale, we wanted to explore this further, but for 
individual species’ distributions, instead of overall plant species richness. We got back in touch with 
the data providers mentioned above to obtain data for the UK’s largest national park. This study 
allowed us to get a more intimate view of how species might be connected to the landscape via 
geodiversity. Geodiversity mattered more for some species than others; factors like elevation and 
climate, rather than geology or landforms, were still most important for a lot of species.

The highly geodiverse 
landscape of Disko 
Island, west Greenland, 
August 2013. Note the 
range of landforms and 
hydrological conditions. 
However, there are plenty 
of less geodiverse places 
with higher biodiversity 
than here. Photo by 
Joseph Bailey.
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Further Information

1) Schrodt et al. (2019) Challenges and opportunities for biogeography—What can we still learn 
from von Humboldt? Journal of Biogeography. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/
jbi.13616 (open access)

2) Bailey et al. (2017) Modelling native and alien vascular plant species richness: At which 
scales is geodiversity most relevant? Global Ecology and Biogeography. https://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/geb.12574 (open access)

3) Bailey et al. (2018) Models of upland species’ distributions are improved by accounting for 
geodiversity. Landscape Ecology. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10980-018-0723-z 
(open access)

4) Tukiainen et al. (2016) Combining geodiversity with climate and topography to account for 
threatened species richness. Conservation Biology. https://conbio.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/
full/10.1111/cobi.12799 (open access)

5) Bailey and Schrodt (2019) New research is tracing the development of the world’s vital non-
living nature. The Conversation. https://theconversation.com/our-new-research-is-tracing-the-
development-of-the-worlds-vital-non-living-nature-125664

For a large number of species, though, having data on landforms, soil mineralogy and texture, and 
streams improved our understanding of their distribution. For example, heath dog-violet (Viola canina) 
was found in or near clay-silica valleys and boggy slopes; mossy saxifrage (Saxifraga hypnoides) 
was found in or near places with clay-silica hollows and high slopes; and black alpine-sedge (Carex 
atrata) in areas with mountain hollows and sedimentary and metamorphic valley landforms. The 
last of these is known to struggle in grazed areas and landforms may offer protection from grazing 
animals. Overall, geodiversity may be providing important ground and near-ground conditions that 
these species need to survive.

Why is this important? Well, if we can better map and model where species are, we can better 
plan conservation and management as the environment changes. Indeed, geodiverse areas might 
be really important for biodiversity conservation because they house a whole range of physical 
conditions, even as the climate changes (see item 4 in further information).

Targeting geodiverse areas might, therefore, be a good conservation strategy for biodiversity. We 
must be careful, though, because many places lacking in geodiversity contain really important 
species. Meanwhile, some geodiverse areas might not be that beneficial for biodiversity, if they are 
too extreme in terms of their climate or topography, for example. A balanced approach is needed, that 
considers geodiversity but does not overlook areas lacking in it.

There are still many questions around exactly where and for which species the geodiversity-
biodiversity relationship matters most. However, from ongoing research in the Cairngorms and 
other environments we know one thing for sure: it matters. Therefore, we must not forget that in 
many places geodiversity itself is threatened (see item 5 in further information). Geoconservation 
and biodiversity conservation needs to work in synchrony because nature does not recognise such 
conceptual boundaries and neither should we.

GEODIVERSITY                                                               
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The Scottish Borders – putting Local 
Geodiversity Sites firmly on the map
Alison and Barry Tymon, Lothian and Borders GeoConservation

This is an account of work undertaken by Alison and her husband Barry in compiling 
the first comprehensive list of local geodiversity sites for the Scottish Borders.  This 
voluntary effort is exemplary and an incredibly valuable piece of work providing the 
foundation for conserving regionally important sites for science and education.  It 
represents a tremendous achievement and the dedication of Alison and Barry is to be 
applauded.   

Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage

The rolling hills of the Scottish Borders region stretch from the Berwickshire coast westwards to the 
Pentland Hills south of Edinburgh, then south-west towards the M74, with the southern boundary 
following the English border.  To the west the region is bounded by Dumfries and Galloway and to 
the north by the Lothians.  Most of the region is drained in an easterly direction by the 150 km River 
Tweed and its tributaries.

The solid geology is dominated by Lower Palaeozoic greywackes which form the upland areas to the 
north and west, such as the Lammermuirs and Ettrick Forest. Eastwards, in the lower Tweed valley, 
Devonian and Carboniferous sandstones and mudstones are interrupted by many volcanic lavas, 
plugs and intrusions, such as the Eildon Hills, near Melrose.  Upland landscapes are influenced by 
glacial erosion whereas the valleys contain thick sequences of glacial and alluvial deposits.

Though the Scottish Highlands and the Midland Valley of Scotland have been surveyed over several 
decades for Local Geodiversity Sites (LGS), the Scottish Borders has been a relatively neglected 

A view of the Eildon 
Hills, Melrose, Local 
Geodiversity Site.  The 
footpath leads to Little Hill, 
a basalt plug intruded into 
the silicic sills of the Eildon 
Hills, shown on Eildon 
Mid Hill to the right.  The 
Silurian greywackes of the 
Borders hills can be seen 
in the distance.

All photos by Alison Tymon
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region until recently.  There are 28 geological 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest in the Scottish 
Borders, which include significant sites such 
as Siccar Point on the Berwickshire coast 
and internationally important fossil sites along 
the Whiteadder Water and the River Tweed.  
However, the region has many other interesting 
rock types and landscapes, so recent surveying 
in this area has been encouraged by Lothian 
and Borders GeoConservation (LBGC), which 
is an active voluntary group responsible for co-
ordinating the designation of Local Geological 
Sites in the Edinburgh, Lothian and Borders 
areas.  LBGC has produced many printed and 
downloadable geological trails and leaflets, 
available from the Edinburgh Geological Society 
website.  https://www.edinburghgeolsoc.org/
publications/geoconservation-leaflets/

Surveying in the Scottish Borders was assisted 
by the existence of two informal lists of sites, 
both derived from work by the British Geological 
Survey in Scotland, one on greywacke localities 
and the second on sandstone quarries in the 
east of the region.  Searches of old Ordnance 
Survey (OS) maps available on the National 
Library of Scotland website turned up many 
‘disused quarries’ and these were marked on 
1:50,000 OS maps as sites to be explored.  
Several existing guide books and BGS sheet 
memoirs were extremely valuable and any 
references to research papers were followed up.  
Overnight stays were necessary to visit potential 
sites in the more remote parts of the region, 
with the aim of driving along every valley in this 
sparsely populated area looking for exposures 
and quarries.  About 250 sites were visited and 
photographed, some several times, with more 
than half of those fully surveyed.  

Towards the end of the survey period it became 
clear that there were some exceptional sites, 
such as well-exposed examples of volcanic 
rocks or those which showed particularly clear 
sedimentary or metamorphic features.  In 
the Ordovician and Silurian greywackes, the 
selection concentrated on sites which showed 
good examples of ophiolite rocks or turbidite 
sole structures.  The large variety of igneous 

Grassfield Quarry, Noblehouse Local Geodiversity Site 
with Lothian and Borders GeoConservation members 
surveying the Ordovician cherts (left) and pillow lavas 
(right) close to the faulted zone between the Southern 
Uplands and the Central Valley of Scotland.

Smailholm Tower Local Geodiversity Site.  This is one 
of many prominent hills in the Tweed valley topped by 
ancient tower houses or monuments.  Smailholm is a 
15th-century four-storey tower house built on a good 
example of an early Carboniferous basaltic plug.  In 
the foreground are dipping sandstones of Devonian/
Carboniferous age in which the basalt, forming the 
plug, intrudes.
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A significant milestone in the history of the
Lothian and Borders GeoConservation Group (LBGC) 

LBGC designated its first two local geodiversity sites (LGS) in 1995. We operate with five 
councils; three of which Edinburgh (30), East Lothian (30) and West Lothian (51) have suites of 
LGS protected through Local Development Plans.  Midlothian (3) and Scottish Borders (1) have 
lagged far behind. This solitary site was designated in 1999 at Inchbonny, Jedburgh; the famous 
but neglected second James Hutton Allars Mill unconformity. Given the vast area covered by our 
two surveyors and completion of all the documents (35) in record time, we look forward to the 
LGS being listed when the Local Plan is adopted. 

Mike Browne Geoconservation Secretary, Edinburgh Geological Society. 

rocks, some of which are unusual in Scotland, inclined towards an overemphasis on those which 
form attractive and prominent hills, although many of these landforms, such as Smailholm Tower, 
are readily accessible to the public and therefore have a more significant educational value.  The 
Lower Devonian Great Conglomerate underlies a considerable area of the Lammermuir Hills, but 
was not exploited for building stone or aggregate; finding exposures required considerable searching 
across high moorland areas, looking for deep gullies in which we might find crags of conglomerate.  
The Upper Devonian and Carboniferous rocks of the lower Tweed valley are not well exposed in 
agricultural areas and many quarries have been infilled or reused, although towns such as Kelso, 
Coldstream and Peebles display excellent examples of sandstones used for building.  

Several sites have links with eminent geologists and are therefore significant localities for the history 
of geological research.  The unconformity at Allars Mill, Jedburgh, was recorded by James Hutton 
and his contemporaries, the Eildon Hills and other volcanic landforms were studied by Lady Rachel 
McRobert, one of the first women to be elected as a Fellow of the Geological Society of London, and 
Charles Lapworth identified graptolite fossils in several quarries and upland valleys in the Ordovician 
and Silurian greywackes.

In autumn 2019, after three summers of surveying, 35 potential LGS were submitted to Scottish 
Borders Council (SBC) for inclusion in the Local Development Plan 2020, after we had written a 
short document to explain the guidelines used in the selection of potential LGS.  As in most local 
authorities, staff members have little geological knowledge and very limited time, so surveyors and 
representatives of LBGC dealt directly with the Chief Planning Officer. We were provided with a base 
map on which we could delineate the boundaries of the LGS using GIS technology and help was 
provided by the Council’s technical staff and knowledgeable friends.  Site forms were completed for 
each potential LGS using the LBGC standard form and we hope that the designated LGS will appear, 
with appropriate commentary, in the Local Development Plan 2020.

Exploration of the region will continue, as it is possible that there are other sites with different 
features or with potential for further research, particularly in such a large and remote area.  The good 
relationship we have with the local authority may enable management of some sites to take place if 
resources are available, in order to improve the accessibility of LGS which could be used for public 
enjoyment and learning.  For the surveyors, who are familiar with the process of designating LGS, 
but were new to the Scottish Borders, the experience has been most enjoyable and, we hope, will be 
useful for future geoconservation.

                                                             GEODIVERSITY
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Bookmarks - a versatile geoconservation resource
Cynthia Burek, University of Chester

Geoconservation is the poor relative when it comes to the conservation sciences (Burek 
& Prosser, 2008). Therefore any form of publicity must be good. Several years ago (2005), 
the North-East Wales Regionally Important Geological Sites (NEWRIGS) group developed a 
bilingual laminated bookmark, highlighting the geological timescale down one side, to be 
given freely to curious people. It carried the geoconservation message in Welsh and English 
that we must safeguard our geodiversity heritage. Twelve thousand were produced and most 
were given away to interested people and professionals at conferences, on field trips and 
guided walks. The bookmarks were also used with students in the field. No longer could they 
say, “I don’t have a scale or a ruler”!

The bookmarks have four uses with several distinct advantages:

Uses User Advantages Geoconservation advantages

Bookmark • Laminated, so more hard-wearing 
than ordinary bookmarks • Free publicity for supporting organisations 

through logo 
 

• Simple geoconservation message 

• Simple but versatile tool 

• Cheap to produce once template is made

Geological timescale

• Can be used to teach about the 
geological timescale to a wide 
range of audiences inside and in 
the field

Ruler
• Laminated, so can be used inside 

and in the field 
• Small and light to carry

Photographic scale • Suitable size for versatile use as a 
scale in the field

Top left: The original idea. The NEWRIGS’ bookmark in 
both English and Welsh and the geological timescale.

Bottom left: Adapting the idea. The Saltscape 
bookmark, showing the ruler, logos and geological 
timescale on one side and a guide to sand size, shape 
and sorting on the other.

Top right: Adapting the idea again. The GeoMôn 
bookmark, in both English and Welsh and the 
geological timescale.

GEOCONSERVATION                                                           
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Expansion of use and evolution of the 
bookmark

Several years later Cheshire RIGS copied this 
idea and produced a wholly English bookmark with 
their own logo on it and carrying the message of 
Safeguarding Cheshire geodiversity.

In 2014 the Heritage Lottery Fund granted 
money to take forward a three-year project on 
the Cheshire salt deposits and industrial heritage 
of the Saltscape area. Cheshire RIGS had 
an important part to play in lecturing, guiding 
walks, running two conferences and producing 
geodiversity material about the Saltscape. 
This involved producing a laminated bookmark 

which was the first piece of publicity material to be generated. They were given away to people 
who attended the Saltscape geodiversity talks, walks or conferences. The bookmarks were greatly 
admired, and some people asked for two! The idea was developed from the former Cheshire RIGS 
bookmark but this time its uses evolved and increased as, rather than duplicate the message 
in English on both sides, the reverse side carried a guide to sand size, shape and sorting. The 
salt deposits in Cheshire lie within the Triassic Mercia Mudstone Group and are underlain by the 
Sherwood Sandstone Group, so this was deemed appropriate. Thus this bookmark has given more 
information to the general public, students and professionals alike.

In 2019 GeoMôn UNESCO Global Geopark adopted the idea for itself. GeoMôn has produced a 
very versatile bilingual (Welsh/English) laminated bookmark, which is also a geological timescale, 
a photographic scale and a ruler. The bookmark is waterproof and can be used outside. It is a 
good example of subluminal publicity as it states clearly in both English “GEOMÔN UNESCO 
GLOBAL GEOPARK” with the strap line “Safeguarding Welsh geodiversity” and Welsh “GEOMÔN 
GEOPARC UNESCO BYD-EANG” and “Yn diogelu geoamrywiaeth Cymru”. This spreads the word 
subconsciously about geoconservation to tourists and locals alike as people show others their holiday 
pictures using the photographic scale. It has the UNESCO logo for the Geopark clearly displayed on 
both sides.

The idea of educating people about geodiversity conservation as a sideline is interesting but more 
importantly advertising this to their friends, neighbours and relatives is novel. This is an idea that 
could go global. It is so adaptable to different places and each time is stressing the need to safeguard 
our geodiversity. Recently it being used in the field in Lanzarote for geodiversity underpinning 
biodiversity sand research.

Think about it—free publicity material and spreading the message.

Further Reading

Burek C.V. & Prosser C, 2008. The History of Geoconservation: an introduction. In: Burek C.V. 
& Prosser C, (eds), The History of Geoconservation, Geological Society of London, Special 
Publications 300, 1–5

Using the bookmark in Lanzarote. Photo by Dr John 
Cubitt
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Smailholm is a 15th-century four-storey tower house built on an early 
Carboniferous basaltic plug.  In the foreground are dipping sandstones of 
Devonian/Carboniferous age in which the basalt, forming the plug, intrudes. 
This site is listed as a Local Geodiversity Site for the Scottish Borders and 
discussed further on p. 59.
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Earth Heritage
in print

Earth Heritage is produced twice-yearly by the 
Geologists’ Association, Natural England, 
Natural Resources Wales, Scottish Natural 
Heritage and the Quaternary Research 
Association. 

It can be downloaded free as a pdf file from 
www.earthheritage.org.uk. You can also 
purchase a hard copy of any issue via 
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/earthheritage.
Subscribe to notifications of new issues at 
www.earthheritage.org.uk/subscribe. 

We thank all those who have assisted in 
preparing the publication, including the 
voluntary geoconservation sector who are 
major contributors. The opinions expressed 
by contributors are not necessarily those of 
the above organisations.

The 1934 Geologists’ Association excursion to 
Norway, hosted and lead by Professor Holtedahl 
who is here pictured with his wife.   A ‘Rocking 
Stone’ and mountains to the north of Finse are 
pictured in the accompanying note book entry 
taken from the  Elsie Giles Album. (see article on 
page 17 for more details).
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